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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this thesis is to create a complex and three-dimensional overview of East 

Norse dialects in the age of runic inscription (approximately 700 AD through 1200 AD). 

It does so through the use of two innovations – namely, variable co-occurrence and 

network analysis – that allow for greater depth and complexity than previous studies offer. 

Prior scholarship has focused primarily on only one set of linguistic variables. By 

examining and analyzing the occurrences of two sets of variables simultaneously, this 

thesis exponentially increases the complexity – and thus credibility – of the resultant 

dialectal analysis. Creating networks of runic inscriptions based on these co-occurrences 

makes it possible to free dialectal data from abstract tables and visualize linguistic 

connections and patterns in a previously unexplored manner. By so doing, this thesis 

presents new and innovative insight into the dialects of Runic Swedish, Runic Danish, 

and Runic Gutnish and paves the way for future digital research into the same. 

 

 

ÚTDRÁTTUR 

 

Markmið þessarar ritgerðar er að skapa margbrotið þrívíddaryfirlit yfir austnorrænar 

mállýskur í rúnaáletrunum (u.þ.b. 700–1200). Þetta er gert með notkun tveggja nýjunga 

– greiningar á sameiginlegum málbreytum og netgreiningu (e. network analysis) – sem 

gera það kleift að ná dýpri innsýn og margslungnari niðurstöðum en fyrri rannsóknir þar 

sem sjónum hefur aðeins verið beint að einni samstæðu af málbreytum. Í þessari ritgerð 

eru greindar tvær samstæður af breytum samtímis og þannig nást fjölþættari og 

nákvæmari niðurstöður í mállýskugreiningu. Með því að setja rúnaáletranir í netkerfi á 

grundvelli sameiginlegra einkenna er hægt að draga upplýsingar um mállýskur úr 

óhlutstæðum töflum og sýna máltengsl og mynstur á sjónrænan hátt. Þessi ritgerð veitir 

þannig nýja og frumlega innsýn í mállýskur í fornsænskum og forndönskum 

rúnáletrunum og skapar grundvöll fyrir frekari stafrænar rannsóknir á efninu.  
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1. Introduction 

Runes, rune stones, and runic inscriptions have had a long and fascinating history. 

They’ve piqued the interest of both scholars and laymen alike for centuries and continue 

to do so in the present day. The reasons for this are plentiful: These artifacts offer unique 

glimpses into Northern Europe’s past, evidencing personal and national histories, familial 

ties and relationships, social and cultural structures, artistic preferences and styles, and 

linguistic customs and evolutions. Evidence of this significant interest in runes and runic 

studies can be found in countless scholastic endeavors in the field, the results of which 

provide insights impossible to obtain from any other source. 

 Despite the incredible volume of time and effort devoted to runic studies, 

however, there are still holes in the scholarship. This is due, in no small part, to the often 

problematic and mysterious nature of runic inscriptions and carvings themselves: 

Inscriptions are typically curt, exhibiting a brevity of information imposed by the methods 

and media of runic carving. Runic script and language were not uniform, and spelling, 

word order, sentence structure, and vocabulary could vary widely from inscription to 

inscription. Inscriptions, regardless of what medium they were carved into/on, have been 

and are still being damaged by and lost to time and the elements, leaving many runic texts 

unclear and indecipherable. Rune stones were moved about, destroyed, broken down, and 

repurposed as construction material. Little is known about rune carvers and carving 

schools, leaving modern-day readers questioning who was behind these inscriptions and 

what their purposes ultimately may have been. These obstacles and more continue to drive 

scholars to delve deeper and further into the world of runes and runic inscriptions, looking 

to fill in the gaps and further knowledge of Northern Europe a thousand (and more) years 

ago. 

 This thesis aims to address just such a gap in scholarship. In 1972, James 

Massengale suggested that if one could isolate and understand the dialects of runic 

language, one might find evidence of the evolution and divergence of East Norse into Old 

Danish and Old Swedish.1 Many have set out to examine the dialects of the runic corpora 

of Sweden, Denmark, and Gotland and many have succeeded in uncovering and 

establishing patterns of potentially dialectal language in runic inscriptions – these studies 

                                                 
1 James Massengale, “A Test Study in Runic Dialectology,” in Studies for Einar Haugen, ed. Evelyn S. 

Firchow (The Hague: De Gruyter Mouton, 1972), 379. 
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are addressed in Section 2 below. The results of such studies have, however, been rather 

one-dimensional. While informative, these investigations often examine only one 

variable (one specific word or construction, for instance) or one specific aspect of runic 

inscriptions at a time – hardly enough to flesh out any sort of comprehensive dialectal 

picture of East Norse. Moreover, these studies have relied on traditional means of 

analysis, tallying up individual inscriptions and variable instances and plotting them out 

geographically. Such methodology, while certainly not improper or unhelpful, is limited 

in its scope and what it allows readers to observe; it is difficult to detect and analyze larger 

patterns amongst massive volumes of numbers, tallies, and charts. The result is that these 

studies, while worthy and deserving of praise and recognition for their accomplishments, 

present only partial and incomplete images of the dialectal layout of the East Norse region 

(i.e., Denmark, Sweden, and Gotland). This thesis sets out to create a more complete, 

complex, and three-dimensional picture of East Norse dialects in the age of runic 

inscription (roughly the 8th century through the 12th). It does so through the use of two 

innovations that allow for greater depth and complexity than previous studies: variable 

co-occurrence and network analysis. 

 The concept behind variable co-occurrence is simple: By expanding the number 

of variables being investigated, one is able to paint a fuller picture of the dialectal layout 

– one dialect does not differ from another by only one linguistic variable but by multiple. 

If one assembles a number of variables with variants that characterize Runic Swedish, 

Runic Danish, and Runic Gutnish and examines how and where those variables occur 

simultaneously (rather than individually), one can see patterns of co-occurrence – that is, 

which variants occur together and where. Adding a second variable to a dialectal analysis 

increases the complexity of that analysis exponentially and, as a result, increases the 

complexity and value of the information produced. This allows one to understand what 

kinds of patterns these variables exhibit as well as how, when, and where the variables in 

question connect with one another. 

 The second of these innovations – network analysis – has seen use in many other 

fields (and even related fields), but not – as far as the author is aware – in runology. As 

Massengale notes, the field is ripe for digital computational analysis.2 Network analysis 

provides a means and a method for doing so in a way that transcends the limitations of 

                                                 
2 Massengale, “A Test Study,” 379. 
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traditional tally-and-chart methodologies and allows for more complex and innovative 

pattern recognition. The primary purpose of this methodology is to analyze and visualize 

networks of data, allowing researchers to understand and interpret the complex 

interactions between data points of a given data set. This is accomplished by establishing 

relationships – that is, connections – between data points. By examining which data points 

are connected to which other data points, one can distinguish and interpret different data 

clusters. In this thesis, this takes the form of linking runic inscriptions that share linguistic 

traits and analyzing the resulting inscription groups to establish when and where dialectal 

groups may have existed. One could, of course, plot these individual inscriptions on a 

map, but they wouldn’t cluster together, and patterns and/or groups of inscriptions would 

be much more difficult to see. Using network analysis allows one to take runic 

inscriptions, lift them off the map, and connect them in order to see patterns, trends, and 

similarities that would otherwise be lost to the researcher’s eye. This kind of information 

is precisely what is lacking in more traditional tally-and-table methods. Charts, tables, 

and numbers are, of course, presented throughout this thesis, but primarily as backdrops 

and supports to network visualization and analysis. 

 Finally, this thesis serves as a proof-of-concept work to establish and showcase 

the power and potential of digital computational analysis within runic studies. 

Massengale’s prophetic statement is yet to be wholly fulfilled, and there is still much to 

be gained through the use of modern computing technology in this field. By developing 

an innovative means and method for digitally investigating runic corpora, this thesis 

provides a precedent and stepping-point for further digital dialect analysis. 

2. State of the Art 

Fascination with runes and runic inscriptions is by no means a recent phenomenon. It’s 

quite true that Viking-Age Scandinavia is experiencing an explosion of contemporary 

interest, which interest extends, logically, to the writing system of the North. It seems that 

runes can now be found all over the place, from films and video games to company logos 

and even new-age and occult religions. The apparent mystery and mysticism of these 

seemingly esoteric symbols have clearly piqued the curiosity of many in modern times – 

but the interest extends far past the lifespan of current trends. Consider Tolkien’s creation 

and command of runes for his peoples of Middle Earth or the Nazis’ appropriation of 
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runes for insignia and propaganda purposes in the early twentieth century; think likewise 

of Sweden’s Götiska förbundet (founded in 1811) and other Viking and/or Nordic 

revivalist movements from the Romantic period, groups that adopted and utilized runic 

writing for everything from scholarly journals to art exhibitions. 

The latter examples are evidence that academic interest in runes existed and 

evolved alongside popular and social interest. Scholarly interest has, as a matter of fact, 

much earlier beginnings. Johannes Bureus, as Rune Palm notes, was the first true runic 

researcher in the North; he published Runakänslones läre-spån in 1599 and several other 

works in the following decades.3 His writings were soon accompanied by publications 

from Ole Worm in the first half of the seventeenth century, marking a broadening interest 

in runic studies. Parties interested in more extensive histories of runes and runic studies 

should seek out broader works like those from Erik Moltke and Michael Barnes; 

considering the scope of the thesis at hand, it suffices to say that runology as an academic 

pursuit is a well-established tradition and has existed and developed (albeit to greater and 

lesser degrees at different points) over centuries.4 

This came to a head in the first half of the twentieth century. A host of prominent 

and now-famous runologists (Ludvig Wimmer, Lis Jacobsen, Johannes Brøndum-

Nielsen, Erik Moltke, Elias Wessén, Sven Jansson, and others) stepped onto the stage, 

and the first volumes of the foundational runic compendia (Danmarks runeindskrifter, 

Sveriges runinskrifter, and Norges innskrifter med de yngre runer) began to be 

published.5 These individuals and publications essentially constructed and shaped the 

realm of runology as modern academia knows it, and no small amount of gratitude is 

owed to them for the fundamental roles they have played and the immense amount of 

knowledge they have provided. 

Despite this significant scholarly interest in and academic output relating to runes 

and runic inscriptions, however, comparatively little has been done in the way of dialectal 

analysis of the runic corpora. The largest and foremost reason for this, it would seem, is 

the problem of synchronism: Due to the impossibility of precisely dating rune stones and 

                                                 
3
 Rune Palm, Runor och regionalitet. Studier av variation i de nordiska minnesinskrifterna, Runrön 7 

(Uppsala: Institutionen för nordiska språk vid Uppsala Universitet, 1992), 15. 
4
 Erik Moltke, Runes and Their Origin: Denmark and Elsewhere (Copenhagen: The National Museum of 

Denmark, 1985); Michael Barnes, Runes: A Handbook (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2012), especially 

190-211. 
5
 Palm, Runor och regionalitet, 15. 
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other runic inscriptions, it is tremendously difficult to determine which rune stones (even 

within a shared geographical area) belong to the same chronological group. Given this 

particular obstacle, establishing any sort of synchronic dialect distribution is made 

difficult by an inability to discern whether a given linguistic feature that would indicate 

dialectal variation is truly a product of dialectal differences or merely one of 

chronological evolution. This problem has been repeatedly pointed to as a reason why 

more regionality studies have not been forthcoming. In 1972, James Massengale firmly 

stated that synchronic studies were “practical impossibilit[ies],” noting that (up to that 

point) “Jacobsen’s and Moltke’s theory of ‘Tidsfæstelse’ [...] is the only one which has 

been applied to all the stones in a large area (Denmark and Skåne).”6 

Localization should, of course, present additional problems. Inscriptions were not 

immobile – stones were sometimes moved away from their original sites and even used 

to build churches, bridges, and other buildings and monuments. Carvers themselves could 

likewise travel, throwing another wrench in attempts to localize stones. Furthermore, one 

might suggest that linguistic trends likely existed a thousand years ago, just as they do 

today. Such fads might transcend geographical boundaries, meaning that trends in one 

region’s inscription practice may have their origins outside that region. Finally, stone was 

not the only medium available to rune-carvers; wood and bones, for instance, were also 

used. These materials could be easily carried hundreds of kilometers away from the 

regions in which they were carved.  

These problems, unlike that of synchronism, have, however, been addressed in 

runic scholarship. Massengale, for instance, notes that while these obstacles do exist, they 

are more theoretical than real in nature. He provides several reasons as to why these 

obstacles are not necessarily problematic: 

 

1. Few rune stones, he notes, were moved very far from their place of origin, and 

many have been returned to their original locations. Other stones may not have 

been returned, but more and more effort is being put into determining stones’ 

locational origins.  

                                                 
6
 Massengale, “A Test Study,” 379. 
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2. Professional carvers did indeed exist, but the size of any individual carver’s 

output would have been too small to significantly alter or invalidate any large-

scale statistical analysis.  

3. Just like runic schools, runic fads were very much real. This faddishness, 

however, moved in slow motion, counter to how such fads might spread today. 

As a result, their influence was much more limited than modern researchers 

might assume.7  

 

Additionally, this thesis focuses solely on an inscription formula that was 

exclusively used on stones and other largely immobile monuments: “Person X raised this 

stone/bridge/monument in memory of Person Y.” By narrowing the focus to such 

inscriptions, the problems intrinsic to smaller, mobile inscription media (e.g., wood, bark, 

coins, and so on) are avoided. Thus, synchronism remains the primary obstacle standing 

in the way of dialectal analysis of runic inscriptions.  

The problem of synchronism has not been solved in the decades since 

Massengale’s article. In 1992, Palm noted that while several attempts had been made to 

analyze or otherwise investigate the runic corpus at large (he mentions entries by 

Johannes Brøndum-Nielsen, Magnus Olsen, and Otto von Friesen in Nordisk Kultur VI, 

Arndt Ruprecht’s Die ausgehende Vikingerzeit im Lichte der Runeninschriften, and Else 

Ebel’s “Die Terminologie der Runentechnik”), any sort of unifying or sufficiently broad 

study had yet to be performed – due, in part, to a tendency to focus on single inscriptions 

or groups of inscriptions.8 The articles in Nordisk Kultur to which he refers – those by 

Brøndum-Nielsen, Olsen, and von Friesen – focus, for instance, individually on country-

specific corpora.9 Even the groundbreaking corpus compendia (Danmarks 

                                                 
7 Massengale, “A Test Study,” 380. 
8
 Johannes Brøndum-Nielsen, “Danske runeindskrifter,” in Runorna, Nordisk Kultur, eds. Otto von Friesen, 

Johannes Brøndum-Nielsen, and Magnus Olsen, vol. 6 (Stockholm: Albert Bonniers förlag/Copenhagen: J. 

H. Schultz forlag/Oslo: H. Aschehoug & Co.s forlag, 1933), 114-44; Magnus Olsen, “De norröne 

runeinnskrifter,” in von Friesen, Brøndum-Nielsen, and Olsen, Runorna, 83-113; Otto von Friesen, “De 

svenska runinskrifterna,” in von Friesen, Brøndum-Nielsen, and Olsen, Runorna, 145-248; Arndt Ruprecht, 

Die ausgehende Wikingerzeit im Lichte der Runeninschriften, Palaestra 224 (Göttingen: Mayer & Müller, 

1958); Else Ebel, “Die Terminologie der Runentechnik” (PhD diss., Göttingen: 1963); Palm, Runor och 

regionalitet, 16. 
9 Country is used in the modern sense here, as it will be throughout this thesis. This concept is, of course, a 

modern construct that has little application in the Northern Europe of a thousand years ago; however, it is 

helpful in various organizational matters and to help modern readers orient themselves in what may 

otherwise be unfamiliar geographical contexts.   
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runeindskrifter, Sveriges runinskrifter, Norges innskrifter med de yngre runer, and so on) 

are guilty of this sin – by nature, they focus only on stones and inscriptions within 

restricted geographic regions. The scopes of these works are often even further 

constrained; Sveriges runinskrifter, for instance, is divided into smaller, province-based 

volumes, each an independent compendium of runic scholarship and analysis concerning 

its respective region. The problem extends more generally to runic studies; in 1996, for 

example, Lena Peterson lamented that a comprehensive description of Runic Swedish 

was notably absent from the academic canon.10 While such a work would not itself be an 

investigation into runic regionality, its absence points towards a general lack of macro-

scale research in the runic realm.  

It would, however, be false to say that nothing has been done in the areas of 

regionality and dialectology; credit must be given where credit is due. The last few 

decades have been quite productive in terms of runic studies, and the advent of more and 

more capable and affordable computational power has offered and continues to promise 

potentially major breakthroughs in runic analysis, particularly in the above-mentioned 

fields. The first steps towards any sort of digital dialect analysis came in 1972, when 

James Massengale proposed a large-scale linguistic investigation into Scandinavia’s runic 

corpus. Though his own test study – limited to variations of a single parameter, the 

demonstrative þansi ‘this’ – did not involve strictly digital computational analysis and 

served primarily as a proof-of-concept work, his assessment of the state of the art (for his 

time, of course) was both correct and forward-thinking: 

 

As the volume of published information on the runic inscriptions grows, 

the possibility of studying a large body of runic material linguistically 

seems increasingly feasible. The preparation of the inscriptions of the 

younger futhark for computer studies would be relatively simple. Their 

repetitive, formulaic nature would serve to form a uniform core from 

which linguistic variants could be plotted with some accuracy.11 

 

                                                 
10

 Lena Peterson, “På vägen mot en runsvensk grammatik,” Kungl. Humanistiska Vetenskaps-samfundet i 

Uppsala: Årsbok 1996 (1996): 23. 
11

 Massengale, “A Test Study,” 379. 
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This potential still remains, and the opportunities for such research are greater 

than ever. The current state and ubiquity of computing power as well as near-universal 

access to runic material essentially fulfill the necessary requirements for the kinds of 

study proposed by Massengale. Preparation of the runic material has, to a largely 

comprehensive extent, been completed, and the results are easily accessible via databases 

like the Samnordisk runtextdatabas.12 This thesis capitalizes on these circumstances and 

aims to both perform a large-scale dialectal analysis of runic inscriptions and showcase 

the power and potential made available to scholars by these same circumstances.   

A few studies in the direction of Massengale’s call to action have, as mentioned, 

been completed using more traditional “pen and paper” means. The most important and 

monumental of these is Rune Palm’s 1992 dissertation, Runor och regionalitet. Noting 

that runic inscriptions are crucial sources for, more generally, the language of the pre-

Viking and Viking Ages as well as, more specifically, the origins of the evolution of 

Proto-Norse into East and West Norse, he sets out to complete an extensive investigation 

into regional variation(s) in the runic corpora of Sweden and Denmark.13 While the 

subject matter of his work extends beyond the boundaries of language, this discussion 

will focus on his linguistic analyses. 

The basis of Palm’s investigation lies on the academically “tried-and-true” 

separation of the geographical area belonging to modern-day Denmark and Sweden into 

two regions: one northern and one southern.14 Several recent runological publications 

have operated within and support the establishment of this particular dichotomous 

distinction: Massengale’s test study, for instance, shows a northern concentration of -a 

endings of the demonstrative þansi ‘this’ and a southern concentration of -i endings of 

the same.15 Palm’s own work in 1988 indicates that, in the runic era, the southern region 

formed the preterite form of the verb ræisa ‘to raise’ with the dental fricative þ (ræisþ-) 

while the north used t (ræist-).16 The dividing line between these two areas largely 

                                                 
12

 “Samnordisk runtextdatabas,” Uppsala runforum, Institutionen för nordiska språk, Uppsala universitet, 

accessed March 18, 2017, http://www.nordiska.uu.se/forskn/samnord.htm. 
13

 Palm, Runor och regionalitet, 17. This sentiment reflects that expressed by Massengale, who wrote: “If 

dialects could be isolated by compiling runic information, a unique insight into the first indications of the 

split between Old Danish and Old Swedish might be obtained.” “A Test Study,” 379. 
14

 Palm, Runor och regionalitet, 34. 
15

 Massengale, “A Test Study,” 384-387. 
16

 Rune Palm, “Mönsterbunden variation i vikingatidens runinskrifter,” in Studier i svensk språkhistoria, 

Lundastudier i nordisk språkvetenskap A 41, ed. Gertrud Petterson (Lund: Lund University Press, 1988), 
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corresponds to the border between Götamål and Sveamål, the dialects of Götaland and 

Svealand in Sweden, shown in Figure 1.17 In his 

dissertation, Palm slightly shifts this boundary and 

understands it differently: He chooses to refer instead to 

southwest and northeast regions, re-aligning the axis of 

separation.  

These two regions were not simply language 

areas, they were also independent socio-cultural hubs, 

locked in a combat of influence. Each waxed and waned 

in power and impact, and innovations from each would 

tendril their way into neighboring social and linguistic 

realms. This notion proves to be the unifying concept of 

Palm’s work – different runic customs and practices 

(including linguistic variation) could be directly linked 

to differences in social and cultural customs and 

circumstances.18 These sociocultural differences, in 

turn, support assumptions of dialectal variation.  

Palm’s results have become more or less 

foundational in dialect discussions since their 

publishing, and much of the dialectal discussion post-Palm has been made in response to 

them. In 1996, for example, Lena Peterson published an investigation into regional usage 

of the prepositions aft/æft, at, and æftiʀ – all meaning ‘after, in memory of’ – in 

Scandinavian inscriptions, a subject approached by Palm in 1992.19 The latter understands 

this prepositional phenomenon to be the result of regional variation, rather than 

chronological variation. Peterson examines, among others, arguments that suggest each 

                                                 
214-27. Note that here as well as in the remainder of this thesis, the hyphen (or, in some instances, asterisk) 

in place of a letter represents multiple possible characters. In this case, an “I” is used to form the 3rd-person 

singular preterite form of ræisa (i.e., ræisþi/ræisti), while a “u” is used to form the 3rd-person plural preterite 

form (i.e., ræisþu/ræistu). Because both “i” and “u” are possible endings, a hyphen/asterisk is used in their 

place. 
17

 Palm, Runor och regionalitet, 38-40. 
18

 Palm, Runor och regionalitet, 253. 
19

 Lena Peterson, “Aft/æft, at och æftiʀ på de nordiska runstenarna – regional variation eller vad?,” in Mål 

i sikte: Studier i dialektologi tillägnade Lennart Elmevik, ed. Maj Reinhammar (Uppsala: Dialekt- och 

folkminnesarkivet i Uppsala, 1996), 239. 

Fig. 1: The lands of Sweden  
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word carries a slightly different meaning and are thus used in different contexts (e.g., 

prose vs. verse). Her results only somewhat disagree with Palm’s: “Regional variation? – 

Nej och ja. Kronologisk? – Ja och nej. Stilistisk? – Nej(?). Semanstisk? – Nej.”20 

(Regional variation? – No and yes. Chronological? – Yes and no. Stylistic? – No[?]. 

Semantic? – No.) A year later, Ulla Stroh-Wollin published a study that further 

expounded on the issue of synchronism/diachronism.21 This came in the form of a test 

study investigating variation between vas and vaʀ ‘was’ and es and eʀ ‘is/who.’22 Her 

arguments, operating within the framework established by Massengale and Palm, expand 

the issue at hand into three dimensions, suggesting that the problem that must be tackled 

is even larger than previously estimated: Linguistic change does not occur exclusively 

diachronically or synchronically but rather diachronically as well as synchronically – that 

is, linguistic changes occur at different times in different areas due to different rates of 

spreading, different points of contact with other dialects/languages, different centers of 

innovation, and so on. She suggests that one must investigate in all dimensions, 

concluding that linguistic development needs (at least in her case) to be examined 

geographically and then interpreted chronologically. In other words, if a later variant of a 

feature is more common in an area, the linguistic evolution in question must have 

happened relatively early in that area, and vice versa regarding the predominance of an 

early variant.23 Though it is perhaps prudent to take caution with this assumption, it is 

nonetheless an important realization and will be put into use during this thesis’s analysis 

stage. Failure to take all of these variables into account leaves out chronological-regional 

perspectives and fails to aid understanding of how language moves. 

Naturally, related research has also occurred outside of the arena built by Palm. 

In the same year she published her study on aft/æft, at, and æftiʀ, Lena Peterson also 

released “På vägen mot en runsvensk grammatik,” a first step on her pathway to 

answering the lack in scholarship mentioned above by establishing a comprehensive 

                                                 
20

 Peterson, “Regional variation eller vad?,” 249. 
21

 Ulla Stroh-Wollin, “Vad betyder regional-kronologisk variation? Fallet vas/vaʀ, es/eʀ,” in Blandade 

runstudier, Runrön 11 (Uppsala: Institutionen för nordiska språk vid Uppsala Universitet, 1997), 115. 
22 The first of these pairings – vas/vaʀ ‘was’ – comprises two variations of the 3rd-person singular preterite 

form of the verb vesa/veʀa ‘to be.’ The second – es/eʀ ‘is’– comprises two variations of the 3rd-person 

singular present form of that same verb. This second pairing, however, has a second meaning, functioning 

also as the relative pronoun ‘who/whom.’  
23

 Stroh-Wollin, “Regional-kronologisk variation,” 133.  
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description of Runic Swedish orthography, phonology, morphology, and syntax.24 

Michael Lerche Nielsen has explored inter-corpora influences between Sweden and 

Denmark, examining inscriptions and variation within an area on a larger scale in line 

with Massengale’s proposal in 1972.25 Lars-Olof Delsing, Hans Frede Nielsen, Harry 

Perridon, Tomas Riad, and Michael Schulte all contributed to 2002’s The Nordic 

Languages: An International Handbook of the History of the North Germanic Languages, 

with articles covering, respectively, Old Swedish and Old Danish morphology, Ancient 

Nordic and its transition into Old Nordic, Old Swedish and Old Danish dialects and 

written language, Old Swedish and Old Danish phonology, and Old Nordic dialects.26  

The task left to the modern scholar is thus to examine transregional linguistic 

trends in the runic corpora in a manner that exhibits both synchronic and diachronic depth, 

using modern computing capabilities and methods to bring the field of study into the 

digital academic era. Network analysis and other digital methodologies promise 

enormous potential for current and future Scandinavian scholars, as comparatively little 

has been done in these fields and much remains to be explored. Mathias Blobel notes that 

use of network analysis in Old Norse studies has been limited, citing Pádraig Mac Carron 

and Ralph Kenna’s “Network Analysis of the Íslendinga Sögur – the Sagas of Icelanders,” 

unpublished work by Erika Sigurdson, Timothy Tangherlini’s “Facebook for Vikings: 

Social Network Analysis and Egil’s Saga,” Richard Gaskin’s “Network Dynamics in 

Saga and Society,” and Alaric Hall and Katelin Parsons’s “Making Stemmas with Small 

Samples, and Digital Approaches to Publishing Them: Testing the Stemma of Konráðs 

Saga Keisarasonar” as the few standout examples from the field.27 Blobel’s own 2015 

                                                 
24

 Peterson,“På vägen mot en runsvensk grammatik,” 23. 
25

 Michael Lerche Nielsen, “Swedish Influence in Danish Runic Inscriptions,” in Von Thorsberg nach 

Schleswig: Sprache und Schriftlichkeit eines Grenzgebietes im Wandel eines Jahrtausends, 

Ergänzungsbände zum Reallexikon der Germanischen Altertumskunde, vol. 25, ed. Klaus Düwel, Edith 

Marold, and Christiane Zimmermann (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2001), 127-48. 
26

 Oskar Bandle et al., eds., The Nordic Languages: An International Handbook of the History of the North 

Germanic Languages 1 (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2002). Though not all of these articles deal directly 

with runic Norse, they provide invaluable context for and understanding of linguistic evolutions and 

variations bookending the period of Scandinavia’s runic languages.  
27

 Mathias Blobel, “<Web>Scraping Parchment: Investigating Genre through Network Analysis of the 

Electronic Manuscript Catalogue Handrit.is” (master’s thesis, University of Iceland, 2015), 9, 

http://hdl.handle.net/1946/22669; Pádraig Mac Carron and Ralph Kenna, “Network Analysis of the 

Íslendinga Sögur – the Sagas of Icelanders,” The European Physical Journal B (2013) 86: 407, 

doi:10.1140/epjb/e2013-40583-3; Timothy R. Tangherlini, “Facebook for Vikings: Social Network 

Analysis and Egil’s Saga” (paper, Society for the Advancement of Scandinavian Study Conference, 

Chicago, IL, April 30, 2011); Richard Gaskins, “Network Dynamics in Saga and Society,” in Scandinavia 

http://hdl.handle.net/1946/22669
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thesis uses network analysis to examine genre in the Scandinavian manuscripts found on 

handrit.is – an online catalog of Norse medieval manuscripts – and create networks of 

generically related texts based on the principle of textual co-occurrence within 

manuscripts. 

These studies serve as excellent examples of digital approaches to traditionally 

non-digital academic endeavors but are, as mentioned, few and far between. None of the 

above, for instance, broach the subjects of linguistic or runic analysis, focusing instead 

primarily on social network analysis (with the exceptions of Blobel and Hall/Parsons), a 

field focused on interpreting and visualizing interpersonal social interactions and 

relations. The relative lack of runic scholarship should, however, not been seen as a 

detriment; rather, it makes studies of a digital nature all the more tantalizing and 

potentially rewarding. 

3. Network Analysis and Methodology 

3.1 Introduction and Aims 

The primary aims of this thesis are twofold. The first task is to investigate the existence 

and distribution of distinct dialectal variations within the Danish, Swedish, and Gotlandic 

runic corpora. Operating under the assumption that such variations do indeed exist, this 

task includes an investigation and analysis of the same. The second task is to serve as a 

proof-of-concept work and stepping stone into further, more expansive, and more 

exhaustive studies of a similar nature. This thesis approaches both of the above-mentioned 

aims simultaneously by using the principles and methods of network analysis on a large 

body of transregional runic inscriptions to determine and visualize the shared linguistic 

and dialectal relationships found in those inscriptions.  

The conceptual approach employed in this thesis is simple: If dialects do indeed 

exist within a region’s runic corpus, it follows that inscriptions that are linguistically 

similar likely belong to a single dialect group, while inscriptions that are linguistically 

                                                 
and Christian Europe in the Middle Ages. Papers of the 12th International Saga Conference, 

Bonn/Germany, 28th July-2nd August 2003, ed. Rudolf Simek and Judith Meurer (Bonn: Hausdruckerei 

der Universität Bonn, 2003), 165–74; Alaric Hall and Katelin Parsons, “Making Stemmas with Small 

Samples, and Digital Approaches to Publishing Them: Testing the Stemma of Konráðs Saga Keisarasonar,” 

Digital Medievalist 9 (2013), http://digitalmedievalist.org/journal/9/hall/. 

http://digitalmedievalist.org/journal/9/hall/
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different belong to different dialect groups. If one can establish a method for determining 

the linguistic similarity (or dissimilarity) between inscriptions, he or she simply has to 

apply that methodology to a given corpus in order to determine the dialectal nature and 

relationships of the members of said corpus. The process in practice is, of course, much 

more complex; the following chapter will lay out, precisely and in detail, the methodology 

designed and used for the research in this thesis. 

3.2 Network Analysis 

Before diving in, however, a brief discussion of network analysis is in order, given its 

rarity (and thus presumed unfamiliarity) in the field of medieval Scandinavian studies. At 

its most basic, network analysis involves just what the name implies: Creating and 

observing networks of related data points and analyzing the nature of the relationships 

between those data points. This typically entails the examination of graphical/visual 

representations of the network(s) in question, which points towards one of the most 

fundamental pillars of network analysis: the ability to (re-)visualize complex and/or 

abstract data that is otherwise difficult to dissect, parse, and comprehend. The process of 

network analysis allows for the discovery of new patterns, trends, functions, and 

relationships among almost any kind of data imaginable – an advantage that allows this 

method to rejuvenate and redefine traditional modes of research and study. Instead of 

inspecting and dissecting tables, lists, and spreadsheets full of abstract data in order to 

construct relationships between data points, one is able to more concretely visualize each 

data point as well as the individual relationships and overall relationship trends within a 

data set. Simply put, network analysis offers, as Katharina Zweig writes, a new way of 

“looking at scientific data [… and] finding simple patterns that chip away individual noise 

to extract the main functional groups of entities in the complex system at hand.”28 

                                                 
28 Katharina A. Zweig, Network Analysis Literacy: A Practical Approach to the Analysis of Networks, 

Lecture Notes in Social Networks (Vienna: Springer-Verlag Wien, 2016), 3. 
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The basics of network analysis are simple. Zweig notes that there are but two 

necessary components: First, the researcher requires a data set; second, those data points 

need to be related.29 Once these requirements are met, the process of network analysis 

may begin.30 Each network visualization consists of two elements, nodes (also called 

vertices) and edges. Nodes represent the individual data points, while edges represent the 

relationships between those data points. This is best explained by example: One of the 

most commonly referred-to and well-known types of network visualization is a type of 

social network analysis: a 

literal visualization of an 

individual’s social network, 

taken from some form of 

social media site. An 

example of a Facebook-

based social network is 

shown in Figure 2. In this 

analysis, the nodes/data 

points represent individual 

Facebook friends (of, 

presumably, the example’s 

creator). The edges, or lines 

linking the various nodes, 

represent who is ‘friends’ 

with whom. An algorithm has been applied that sorted and rearranged the nodes based on 

which nodes are linked to which other nodes. The algorithms often function much like 

gravity, pulling linked nodes together and pushing unlinked nodes apart, such that four 

distinct groups have emerged: one larger, two smaller, and a fourth group of fringe 

individuals who have few friends in common.  

                                                 
29 Zweig, Network Analysis Literacy, 5. 
30 The field of network analysis has, in recent years, grown to massive proportions and is, like any other 

academic discipline, complex and multifaceted. The overview presented here is largely simplified and 

focuses primarily on the graphing and visualization aspects of the discipline. A number of more in-depth 

treatments of the subject are available to readers interested in more detailed histories and explanations. See, 

for instance, Zweig’s Network Analysis Literacy or John Scott, Social Network Analysis (Los Angeles: Sage 

Publications, 2013).  

Fig. 2: Sample visualization of a social network 
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In the example in Figure 2, each edge/relationship between two nodes is 

symmetric – the relationship between Person A and Person B is equally distributed 

between Persons A and B. Each edge is also equal in importance to every other edge – 

the relationship described (i.e., that two individuals have befriended each other on 

Facebook) between Persons A and B has the same quality as the relationship between 

Persons A and C (assuming Personas A and C are also Facebook friends). Edges can, 

however, be directed, and they may also have weight. A directed edge describes an 

asymmetric relationship. If the above example showed, for instance, telephone calls 

between individuals, the edge could be directed from the individual who made the call to 

the individual receiving the call. Perhaps Person A called Person B five times and Person 

C three times; in this instance, the edges could be weighted to reflect the different qualities 

(e.g., number of calls made) between nodes. This thesis uses only symmetric, unweighted 

edges. 

3.3 Network Analysis Modified 

The particular brand of network analysis employed in this thesis is somewhat unorthodox. 

It doesn’t, however, stray particularly far from standard practice, ideologically speaking. 

In this thesis, nodes represent individual runic inscriptions, and the relationships between 

nodes represent shared linguistic features. The edges in this analysis, however, do not 

connect these inscription nodes directly to each other but to so-called anchor nodes which 

are fixed in place in the network visualization. Each anchor node represents a particular 

variant of a particular linguistic feature. If two nodes – that is, two inscriptions – share a 

linguistic feature, they are both linked to the anchor node corresponding to that feature. 

For example: If a researcher were interested in British versus American language use in 

an online comment forum, he or she might create two anchor nodes representing colour 

and color. Each instance of the former would be represented by a smaller node linked by 

an edge to the colour anchor node; each instance of the latter would be represented by a 

node linked to the color anchor node. The researcher would then apply an algorithm that 

would redistribute the comment nodes; because the anchor nodes are in fixed positions, 
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they would simply pull the linked nodes towards them. In such a simple case (that is, in 

the case of one single variable being 

tested – e.g., colour/color), this would 

result in two anchor nodes surrounded 

by a number of individual data point 

nodes, as demonstrated in Figure 3. 

(Unless a comment included both 

variants – then it would wind up 

precisely halfway between the two anchor nodes.) 

Such an example would be a fruitless endeavor, however. The researcher would 

be left knowing no more than he/she could ascertain by simply reading and tallying the 

usage of colour/color in the comments. Imagine, however, that this same researcher added 

another variable into the mix – whether, for example, commenters on the forum used 

numerals (e.g., “6”) or wrote them out (e.g., “six”). He or she could add anchor nodes 

representing numerals and written-out numbers and subsequently link the same comment 

nodes from above (representing colour/color) to the appropriate numeral/written number 

anchor node. With four anchor nodes now in place, the researcher could once again apply 

the distribution algorithm. This time, 

each comment node would wind up 

in a certain position between the four 

anchor nodes, drawn there by the 

“gravitational pull” of the various 

anchor nodes. Figure 4 shows an 

example of how this may look. In 

this context, the position of the 

comment nodes would be far more 

interesting and informative – 

comment nodes located near other 

comment nodes could potentially indicate (at the very lowest level) some sort of shared 

linguistic community. The group in between colour and six, for instance, represents all of 

the comments that include both of those variables – likewise for the group between color 

and 6. The researcher could then inspect the origins of the comments in each group and 

Fig. 4: Sample network visualization with four anchor nodes 

Fig. 3: Sample network visualization with two anchor nodes 
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observe if there are any linguistic tendencies or patterns present. In this hypothetical 

example, for instance, one would learn that those who use the colour variant also almost 

universally write out their numbers and that this group comprises (for the purposes of this 

example) commenters from the U.K. (One lone comment – the node in the center of Fig. 

4 – represents a comment that included both colour and 6, an anomalous curiosity in this 

example.) Likewise, one would also learn that those whose use the color variant (i.e., 

commenters from the U.S.) exclusively use numerals to represent numbers. These results 

should indicate, at a very basic level, two different dialects being used by two different 

groups of people. Of course, it would surprise no one that English speakers in the U.K. 

and the U.S. have different dialects. Imagine, however, performing such an analysis on a 

text corpus whose dialects were not already clear, mapped out, or familiar – such a study 

would be rich in rewards for those looking to unlock and unravel linguistic histories. 

This is the approach this thesis takes. It examines co-occurrences of variants of 

different linguistic features found within the East Norse (that is, Old Swedish, Old 

Danish, and Old Gutnish) runic corpus, two variables at a time. Though, as mentioned, 

the methodology differs somewhat from the standard network analysis employed by most, 

the principles guiding the methodology are the same. This thesis focuses on the linguistic 

(i.e., dialectal) relationship between runic inscriptions in a given network (i.e., the runic 

network of the East Norse area). Future work will expand the complexity of the 

methodology used herein (e.g., more variables, more types of variables, and so on) and 

may also include more standard network analysis approaches.  

3.4 Methodology 

3.4.1 Establishing a Corpus 

The first step is to establish a corpus of runic inscriptions to be examined. This is not quite 

as simple as one might imagine, as the practice of runic carving extends over a large area, 

both spatially and temporally speaking. The earliest surviving runic inscriptions have 

been dated to as early as the second century and remained a custom as recently as the 

twentieth century (in some parts of Sweden).31 The practice made it as far south and east 

                                                 
31

 Sven B.F. Jansson, Runinskrifter i Sverige, (Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1985), 185-87. This is, of 

course, speaking of runic inscriptions in general. The Vimose comb, DR 207 in Danmarks runeindskrifter 

and the Samnordisk runtextdatabas, is dated to approximately 160 AD. The inhabitants of Älvdalen in 
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as Istanbul and as far north and west as Greenland.32 All in all, the Samnordisk 

runtextdatabas contains 4,760 inscriptions from 22 different countries (as of the 25th of 

April, 2017). Naturally, these enormous geographical and chronological differences in 

distribution result in a not-insignificant amount of linguistic variation within the runic 

corpora. In order to perform an investigation into dialect variation, however, one must 

first narrow the focus down to an appropriate body of inscriptions. Any sort of dialectal 

study on the entire body of inscriptions would certainly result in a set of differences and 

variations, but such results would be misleading. The languages of the second century 

and those of the twentieth century (and the periods in between) are so different as to be 

essentially incomparable on any sort of imaginable dialect level. The same is often 

geographically true across regions in a synchronic slice; assembling, for example, a 

collection of Icelandic and Swedish inscriptions from a given period and applying a 

dialect-determining methodology (as described above) would most likely result in a 

simple division between West Norse and East Norse, which result would be redundant 

and not entirely helpful. A chosen inscription corpus should be limited to a specific time 

period (or periods) so as to avoid the problem of too-varied chronological language 

evolution (unless, of course, that is the parameter being tested for; in such a case, 

however, intermediate stages would be necessary to ensure valid results.) Such a corpus 

should also be geographically limited to an area in which related languages or dialects 

would have been spoken/written so that external linguistic variables can be avoided.  

A hypothetical application of the above limitations might be described thusly: 

Using linguistic similarities and differences to search for dialectal variation in the written 

literature of all English-speaking countries throughout history would result in a garbled 

mess of data with far too many individual groupings and instances of language variants 

to provide any sort of meaningful (or indeed, even comprehensible) result. Limiting the 

corpus to the literature of English-speaking countries in just the 19th century would 

produce slightly “better” data; this data would, however, still be far too varied, as global 

English usage is itself far too varied. Likewise, limiting the corpus of data to just the 

                                                 
Sweden continued to use their own runic script (known as the Dalecarlian runic script) well into the modern 

period. 
32

 Though By Fv1970;248 is the most famous inscription from Byzantium, the Samnordisk runtextdatabas 

lists two other inscriptions from the same country. Greenland’s body of runic material is much larger, 

comprising 101 inscriptions. 
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literature of the United States without limiting the time period from which that data is 

gathered would result in problematic, messy, and unreliable results, as the language of 

the 18th century would be so different from the language of the 21st century as to be 

incomparable on a dialect-level. In order to have truly accurate and reliable results, one 

must control the variation of his/her parameters such that the methodology is only testing 

for one set of changing variables. How would this look in real life? In the case of the 

hypothetical example above, one would need to select a specific time period – say from 

1850 to 1900. Next, one would select a geographic region small enough to contain (or at 

least focus on) a single language but large enough to allow for dialectal variation – two 

neighboring states in the northeastern US, for instance. Such an experiment could be 

increased to larger regions or shrunken to a more local dialectal focus (neighboring cities, 

for instance), but the concept remains the same. In this way, the greatest number of 

variable factors can be controlled for and regional variation becomes the only sort of 

appreciable variation on a community scale. 

This thesis adopts just such an approach to corpus construction. As mentioned 

above, the investigation at hand focuses on the runic inscriptions of Sweden, Denmark, 

and Gotland from the Viking Age and early medieval era (the primary timeframe for the 

practice of runic inscription – roughly the 8th through the 12th centuries, with a few 

outliers). Further, the scope of the analysis is limited to commemorative or memorial-

type inscriptions, i.e., generally “Person A (and Persons B, C, etc.) raised this stone in 

memory of Person X (and Persons Y, Z, etc.).” This particular inscription formula 

essentially defines inscription practices during the period in question; as Barnes notes, it 

“predominates through sheer weight of numbers [...,] is by and large more imposing than 

other types of inscription, and tends to have longer and more informative texts.”33 

Consequently, scholars are left with a large body of largely uniform inscriptions that 

cohesively hold to a repeated formula. This allows for a strict focus on specific linguistic 

variation within that repeated formula over a quantitatively significant body of data.  

The countries in question comprise, of course, a large geographic area; however, 

they represent a fairly unified linguistic region during the time periods in question. Old 

East Norse was the language they shared, which language can be further broken down 

into Old Danish, Old Swedish, and Old Gutnish. These may be generally understood as 

                                                 
33

 Barnes, Runes: A Handbook, 66. 
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points on a dialect continuum rather than independent languages.34 This existence as 

neighboring dialects makes them quite well-suited to an analysis of the type this thesis 

provides. It is important to note, of course, that a designation such as “neighboring 

dialects” is a generalization; in reality, there were several primary language centers, with 

a spectrum of linguistic and dialectal variation running between.35  

The chronological bookends are similarly based on practical reasoning: They 

represent, roughly, the primary timeframe for runic carving in Scandinavia: the period 

from 700 AD to 1050 AD (1130 AD in Sweden). Barnes calls this the era of the Viking-

Age rune stone, noting, as mentioned above, the predominance of commemorative 

inscriptions.36 The practice of carving memorial rune stones extended a bit past the Viking 

Age, with some examples found in the 12th and 13th centuries – hence the decision to 

extend the reach of this thesis into the early medieval era. This time period also allows 

for easy separation into two chronological stages, which makes it possible to examine 

how linguistic trends evolved over time by examining each stage individually and then 

comparing the two. By doing so, this thesis takes into account both regional and 

chronological language variation, the importance of which has been discussed above. The 

dividing line chosen is the year 1050 AD. This is the end of the Post-Jelling period of 

runic carving (and thus the end of the period of Viking-Age inscriptions) as given by Lis 

Jacobsen and Danmarks runeindskrifter in the early 20th century, which breaks the time 

period in question neatly into Stage I: The Viking Age (approximately 700 AD to 1049 

AD) and Stage II: The Pre-Medieval period (approximately 1050 AD through the 

early/mid-13th century AD).37 The overall timeframe (that is, from bookend to bookend) 

is convenient due to relative linguistic cohesion within the areas in question; extending 

                                                 
34

 Harry Perridon, “Dialects and written language in Old Nordic II: Old Danish and Old Swedish,” in Oskar 

Bandle et al., The Nordic Languages, 1018-26. Perridon notes that the language of Viking-Age Scandinavia 

was fairly uniform. The “Old Scandinavian” languages underwent the same language shifts and changes 

until at least the mid-thirteenth century, by which time Christianity and feudalism had drastically and 

permanently altered the sociolinguistic landscape. Concerning Old Gutnish: Perridon notes that it is distinct 

enough to be considered independent from Old Swedish and Old Danish (rather than a dialect of the same, 

for instance) but not enough to merit designation as an independent language altogether; rather, it should 

be considered a dialect of Old Scandinavian, just as Old Swedish and Old Danish. 
35

 Michael Schulte, “The various Old Nordic dialects, their systems and their typology: A general survey 

of the classical Old Nordic of the High Middle Ages,” in Oskar Bandle et al., The Nordic Languages, 876-

77. 
36

 Barnes, Runes: A Handbook, 66. 
37 Marie Stoklund, “Runesten, kronologi og samfundsrekonstruktion: Nogle kritiske overvejelser med 

udgangspunkt i runestenene i Mammenområdet,” in Mammen: Grav, kunst og samfund i vikingetid, Jysk 

Arkæologisk Selskabs skrifter 28, ed. Mette Iversen (Viborg: Jysk Arkæologisk Selskab, 1991), 356. 
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the date range any further in either direction would stray into temporal territory marked 

by significant language change, which would negatively affect the reliability of the results 

of a study such as this. As they stand, the chosen spatial and temporal parameters allow 

one to visualize and track linguistic variation within a relatively sanitary and controlled 

experimental environment.  

3.4.2 Establishing Linguistic Parameters 

Now that limitations have been set on the size of the thesis corpus, the kinds of 

linguistic variation and co-occurrence to be tested for must be established. This will guide 

the selection of inscriptions from the corpus established above. This thesis will use five 

variable pairings, each with an eastern and a western variant – with one exception.38 These 

will test for several different kinds of variation: lexical, morphological, orthographic, and 

phonological. They are as follows:39  

 

1. The memorial markers aft, æft/at/æftiʀ ‘after, in memory of’ 

2. The verb/relative pronoun es/eʀ ‘is/who’40  

3. The preterite verb vas/vaʀ ‘was’41 

4. The preterite verb forms ræisþi, ræisþu/ræisti, ræistu ‘raised’42 

5. The demonstrative pronoun þænsi/þænsa ‘this’43 

 

In each of these cases, the western variant is listed first (e.g., aft/æft, es, etc.) and the 

eastern second; æftiʀ, the exception, is essentially omnipresent in the corpus, regardless 

of geographical location. This is shown in Table 1 below, where the variants on a red 

background tend to appear in western (primarily Danish) inscriptions and the variants on 

a blue background tend to appear in eastern (primarily Swedish) inscriptions. 

 

                                                 
38

 Naturally, East and West are used here as generalizations; as the results of this thesis will show, such a 

delineation is not universal or necessarily precise.  
39 Here and throughout this thesis, Old East Norse normalizations will be used, given the subject matter. 
40 The pairing es/eʀ comprises two variations of the 3rd-person singular present indicative active form of 

the verb vesa/veʀa ‘to be.’ This pairing also functions as the relative pronoun ‘who/whom.’ 
41 This pairing comprises two variations of the 3rd-person singular preterite indicative active form of the 

verb vesa/veʀa ‘to be.’ 
42 These are 3rd-person singular (ræisþi/ræisti) and plural (ræisþu/ræistu) preterite indicative active forms 

of the verb ræisa ‘to raise.’ 
43 This is the accusative singular masculine form of the demonstrative pronoun. 
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Table 1: Variables, colored according to general location tendency 

 

These variables were selected for a number of reasons. To begin, they are common 

components of the memorial formula and thus allow for analysis on a larger quantitative 

scale. Secondly, they cover a lot of linguistic ground, resulting in a comprehensive and 

three-dimensional study. Thirdly, they build on and expand the work of previous 

scholarship done in the field. As mentioned above, several of these variables have been 

studied individually; part of the value of the thesis at hand is that it amalgamates past 

findings on individual linguistic variations into a bigger, more complete dialectal picture. 

The decision to use þænsi and þænsa was inspired by Massengale’s 1972 article;44 

aft/æft/at/æftiʀ by Lena Peterson’s “Aft/æft, at och æftiʀ på de nordiska runstenarna – 

regional variation eller vad?”;45 and es/eʀ and vas/vaʀ by Stroh-Wollin’s “Vad betyder 

regional-kronologisk variation?”46 Ræisþi, ræisþu and ræisti, ræistu were included at the 

advice of one of this thesis’s co-supervisors, Michael Lerche Nielsen. By analyzing and 

visualizing which variants of these pairings occur together in inscriptions with reference 

to the geographical distribution of those same inscriptions, one may begin to construct a 

rough understanding of basic dialectal differences in the runic corpora in question.  

3.4.3 The Samnordisk runtextdatabas 

With the spatial and chronological limitations set and linguistic factors to be tested 

determined, it is time to construct the actual corpus itself. Uppsala University’s 

Samnordisk runtextdatabas makes this process quite simple (though the process of sifting 

through the resulting data was quite time consuming). This database collects information 

from many sources – primarily the various runic compendia (Sveriges runinskrifter, 

Danmarks runeindskrifter, and so on) – and is the exclusive source used for runic 

                                                 
44

 Massengale, “A Test Study.” 
45

 Peterson, “Regional variation eller vad?” 
46

 Stroh-Wollin, “Regional-kronologisk variation.” 
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inscriptions in this thesis.47 The program used to digitally access this database is known 

as Rundata and provides an easily searchable and nearly comprehensive database of 

Scandinavian runic inscriptions that can be sorted and arranged in a number of different 

ways. The resulting information is also easily exportable, making this database an 

invaluable and excellent resource for this thesis.  

The first step is to set geographical boundaries within the database search 

functionality. This is done simply via the interface shown in Figure 5: 

 

Thus is the first corpus boundary set. The temporal boundary is handled later during 

manual data sifting; while one is able to search for a specific time period/dating parameter 

in Rundata (there is no similar interface for simply selecting the periods one wishes to 

                                                 
47 As the database merely collects and digitizes the information, the inscription signatures have not been 

changed and retain their original characteristics, e.g., U 139, DR 16, and so forth. 

Fig. 5: Geographic parameters 
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include), the dating metadata attached to each inscription is not uniform. This will be 

addressed in greater detail below. 

At this point, one may begin searching for inscriptions that match the linguistic 

parameters established above. The structure of the Rundata program and the data entries 

contained therein makes this a simple process. Each entry in Rundata contains a wealth 

of information for a given inscription, including the transliterated inscription, normalized 

Old East Norse and West Norse renditions of the same, an English translation, location 

data, coordinates, estimated dating, and so on, as shown in Figure 6. 

One can adjust which of these metadata entries are displayed for each inscription. 

Consider the entry displayed in Figure 7 below, showing the same inscription displayed 

above in Figure 6. In this instance, the formatting has been changed, such that only the 

runic text, Old East and West Norse renditions, the location, and the dating are shown: 

Fig. 6: Sample inscription entry 
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Searching for the linguistic variations mentioned above is made easy by the fact 

that the East and West Norse texts are normalized. This allows one to search for a 

standardized form of one of the variations on the Old West Norse (i.e., Old Icelandic, in 

practice) level and be shown all inscriptions that contain a variation of that word on the 

runic level. Consider, for instance, the pairing vas/vaʀ. On the runic level, this word can 

appear in any number of forms: uar, uahʀ, uaʀ, uas, and so on. In normalized Old 

Icelandic, however, this word is always found as var. By searching on the Old Icelandic 

level for var, then, one can find every instance of vas/vaʀ within the specified corpus, 

regardless of how it is spelled on the runic level. (Problematically, searching simply for 

“var” will show every word that contains the character string “var” as well. This can be 

avoided by searching for “ var ” – “var” preceded and followed by a space.) The resulting 

Rundata display can be seen Figure 8. 

Fig. 7: Simplified inscription entry; this format includes all of the information necessary for the analysis performed 

in this thesis 
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This process needs to be done six times in all – once for each of the four binary variable 

pairings and twice for the tripartite “In Memory Of” marker. The latter requires two 

different searches due to nature of its variants: one for the string ‘ at ’ and one for the 

string ‘ ept’, which will also return any instances of eptir (these are the normalized Old 

West Norse versions of the variables in question). The lists of results can then be exported 

to a text document, where the individual inscriptions can be manually inspected before 

addition to the final corpus. 

 A few general rules apply to the inspection and cleaning process employed here. 

The approach utilized in this thesis is largely similar to that outlined by Massengale in 

1972.48 For an inscription to receive approval and be included in the final corpus, a 

                                                 
48

 Massengale, “A Test Study,” 380-81. 

Fig. 8: Sample Rundata search results 
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substantial and reasonable portion of the memorial formula has to be present.49 

Inscriptions in which only one or two words of the formula were present were rejected. 

Likewise, inscriptions in which the particular word(s) being sought for were supplied 

from other sources, reconstructed, too damaged to read or discern legibly, or based on no-

longer-extant inscriptions were rejected.50  

Each of the parameters, however, also presented unique challenges and required 

tailored attention to determine which inscriptions were acceptable for inclusion in the 

final corpus. As mentioned, the “In Memory Of” marker required two separate searches 

in Rundata: one for at and one for ept. For an inscription containing a variation of this 

marker to be considered acceptable, the marker had to be linked with a clearly defined 

person – either in the form of a personal name or a noun like 

father/husband/husbandman/etc. In addition, this marker typically needed to be connected 

to a form of “stone/bridge/monument” (e.g., stæin/bro/kumbl).51 This bookending did not 

necessarily need to occur in immediate proximity to the marker; in Öl 37, for instance, 

one finds both of the following positionings: 

 

Öl 37 

olafR × auk × kamal × auk × sagsi × raistu + stain × þina × aftiR × 

[un × faþur × sin × kai](R)ui lit × at × bonta × sin × hiarsu[k] kubl þsi 

fiaRun olafR hefnt[i at miom| |mu ati un hiar hal](f)an by 

OlafR ok Gamall ok Saxi ræistu stæin þenna æftiR Un, faður sinn. GæiRvi 

let at bonda sinn hiarsug kumbl þessi. FeaR-Un OlafR hæfndi at 

miðiom(?) mo(?). Atti Unn hiar halfan by. 

Ólafr and Gamall and Saxi raised this stone in memory of Unn, their 

father. Geirvé had these monuments (raised) here in memory of her 

                                                 
49

 For the purposes of this thesis, “reasonable” is to be understood, as Massengale writes, “in light of the 

restricted vocabulary employed in the formulas.” “A Test Study,” 381. 
50

 As accurately pointed out by Massengale (in the context of his study): “[N]o starred forms were allowed; 

that is, only extant stones were listed, because in certain cases, it appears that nineteenth-century runologists 

had had [sic] a tendency to reduce variant spellings to standard norms.” “A Test Study,” 381. In the Rundata 

program, such forms as are problematic to the investigation at hand are marked by brackets (lost runes and 

reconstructed inscriptions), ellipses (damaged sections), and/or angled brackets (uninterpretable runes). 
51

 Generally, both requirements had to be met; some inscriptions, however, exhibit clear and understandable 

forms of this marker without noting what type of monument is being made.  
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husbandman. Ólafr avenged Féar-Unn (Rich-Unn) in the middle of the 

heath(?). Unn owned here half the village.  

 

 

Though the word order is slightly different in the second sentence, all necessary pieces of 

the inscription are present. An inscription like U Fv1959;255, however, would not be 

acceptable: 

 

U Fv1959;255 

... lit ' at ' fa(þ)... ... 

... let at fað[ur] ... 

 ... had in memory of father ... 

 

The first bookend is missing, and though the person is present – fað[ur] – it contains an 

assumption (that fa was originally followed by some form of -þur) that does not meet the 

above requirements, rendering the inscription invalid for the present analysis. Concerning 

the variations themselves: The marker at presented no difficulty in identification. All 

orthographic variations of aft/æft were grouped together, meaning that forms such as ift, 

uft, eft, and so on were all grouped together under this designation (the reason being that 

this parameter is lexically, not orthographically, focused). Æftiʀ was handled similarly; 

the primary characteristic sought after here was the final -iʀ, especially the -ʀ, so as to 

clearly distinguish instances of æftiʀ from instances of æft. 

 The primary feature difference sought after in the second and third parameter sets 

– the verb/relative pronoun es/eʀ and the preterite verb vas/vaʀ – was, naturally, the 

occurrence of s or ʀ in word-final position. As was the case in the first parameter, the 

vowel spelling was of little importance here. The variable’s function and position within 

the inscription were also of little importance; an inscription like DR 81 was just as valid 

as one like Sö 254: 

 

 DR 81 

§A soskiriþr : risþi : stin : finulfs : tutiR : at : uþinkaur : usbiarnaR 

: sun : þoh : tura : uk : hin : turutin:fasta : 
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§B siþi : sa : monr : is ¶ : þusi : kubl : ub : biruti 

§A Sasgærþr resþi sten, Finulfs dottiR, at Oþinkor AsbiarnaR sun, þan 

dyra ok hin drottinfasta. 

§B Siþi sa mannr æs þøsi kumbl of briuti. 

§A Sasgerðr, Finnulfr's daughter, raised the stone, in memory of Óðinkárr 

Ásbjôrn's son, the valued and loyal to his lord. §B A sorcerer (be) the man 

who breaks this monument! 

 

Sö 254 

· suan : auk stain : raistu · stain : at · tos(t)a : faþur : sin : is uarþ : 

tauþr · i liþi : ikuars : au(k) at · þo(r)stain : auk kt : aystain : alhiltar 

· s-- 

Svæinn/SvanR ok Stæinn ræistu stæin at Tosta, faður sinn, es varð dauðr 

i liði Ingvars, ok at Þorstæin ok at Øystæin, AlfhildaR s[un]. 

Sveinn/Svanr and Steinn raised the stone in memory of Tosti, their father, 

who died in Ingvarr's retinue, and in memory of Þorsteinn, and in memory 

of Eysteinn, Alfhildr's son. 

 

Though the es/eʀ marker most often shows up as the relative pronoun, there are instances 

of the present verb form in the final constructed corpus, e.g., Sö 40:  

 

Sö 40 

haunefR + raisti · at · kaiRmar · faþur · sin + haa · iR intaþr · o · 

þiusti · skamals · hiak · runaR þaRsi + 

HonæfR ræisti at GæiRmar, faður sinn. Hann eR ændaðr a Þiusti. 

Skammhals hiogg runaR þaRsi. 

Hónefr raised (the stone) in memory of Geirmarr, his father. He met his 

end [literally has died] in Þjústr. Skammhals cut these runes.52 

 

The forms vas/vaʀ do not share an orthographic form with a relative pronoun and thus, of 

course, only show up as preterite verb forms, as in U 533:  

                                                 
52 Explanation added by author.  
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· sigruþ · lit + raisa · stain · eftir + anunt · sun · sin · han uas ' tribin 

+ a + uirlanti 

Sigruð let ræisa stæin æftiR Anund, sun sinn. Hann vas drepinn a 

Virlandi. 

Sigþrúðr had the stone raised in memory of Ônundr, her son. He was 

killed in Virland. 

 

 The fourth parameter set was, as indicated above, the preterite verb forms ræisþi, 

ræisþu/ræisti, ræistu. This marker needed to be attested in the form “Person[s] raised this 

[stone] after person[s].” Additionally, extra care had to be taken to differentiate between 

preterite use of the verb ræisa ‘to raise, erect’ and the verb rista ‘to carve,’ as the two are 

very similar. The former is a weak verb – the 3rd-person singular preterite form of ræisa 

is ræisti/ræisþi; the latter is a strong verb, meaning that the 3rd-person singular preterite 

form of rista is ræist. Often, ræist appears in a construction along the lines of “Person 

carved [these] runes,” as seen in Sö 54: 

 

Sö 54  

§A þurstain : auk : aystain : auk : natfari : raistu : stain : at : finuiþ 

: auk : ulif : þurkil buruþr sin uaru · aliR · uikiks · suniR latburniR 

· man · litu · rita · stain 

§B stainkil · rist · runaR 

§A Þorstæinn ok Øystæinn ok Nattfari ræistu stæin at Finnvið ok Olæif, 

Þorkel, brøðr sina. VaRu alliR Vikings syniR, landburniR mænn, letu retta 

stæin. 

§B Stæinkell ræist runaR. 

§A Þorsteinn and Eysteinn and Náttfari raised the stone in memory of 

Finnviðr and Óleifr (and) Þorkell, their brothers. (They) were all Víkingr's 

sons, men born to land(ed property), (who) had the stone erected. §B 

Steinkell carved the runes. 
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This is not always the case, however; it may also stand alone without referring to runes, 

as evidenced by U 778:  

 

U 778   

þialfi × auk × hulmnlauk × litu × raisa × staina þisa × ala × at baka × 

sun sin × is ati × ain × sir × skib × auk × austr × stu[rþi ×] i × ikuars 

× liþ × kuþ hialbi × ot × baka × ask(i)l × raist 

Þialfi ok Holmlaug letu ræisa stæina þessa alla at Banka/Bagga, sun sinn. 

Es atti æinn seR skip ok austr styrði i Ingvars lið. Guð hialpi and 

Banka/Bagga. Æskell ræist. 

Þjalfi and Holmlaug had all of these stones raised in memory of 

Banki/Baggi, their son, who alone owned a ship and steered to the east in 

Ingvarr's retinue. May God help Banki's/Baggi's spirit. Áskell carved. 

 

Furthermore, ræisa, in the preterite, can appear as ristu, risti, raisti, resti, reisti, and so 

on, and rista can appear as rist, risti, raist, ræist, reist, and so on. This required individual 

attention to each inscription to ensure the correct words were being tested for. 

 The final parameter pairing – the demonstrative pronoun þænsi/þænsa ‘this’– 

harkens back to Massengale’s 1972 test study. Unlike Massengale’s work, however, the 

thesis at hand only examined the endings -si and -sa, ignoring variation elsewhere in the 

word.53 Parts of Massengale’s methodology concerning this parameter were adopted and 

adapted, including removal of memorial inscriptions that replaced the masculine stæin 

‘stone’ with a feminine bro ‘bridge’ or a neuter kumbl ‘monument.’54 Only instances of 

þænsi/þænsa directly connected to the word stæin were examined. Additionally, 

inscriptions which contained runic forms like þasi or þoasi (both normalized in the 

                                                 
53

 For a fuller and more detailed investigation of þansi variation and distribution, consult Massengale’s 

original article.  
54

 Massengale, “A Test Study,” 381. Readers will recall that no such limitation was put in place during 

preparation of inscriptions containing the “in memory of” marker; in that instance, neither the gender of the 

object nor the gender of the pronoun were important, as neither affected the “in memory of” marker. Those 

inscriptions were included in the database only as bearers of the “in memory of” marker – no attention was 

paid to the demonstrative pronouns. Here, however, gender is important, as it affects the endings of the 

pronoun, which endings are precisely what differentiate the two variants. As such, restrictions like those 

imposed by Massengale were necessary.   
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Samnordisk runtextdatabas as þæssi) were eliminated, as these do not accurately enough 

match the variants being tested for.  

 The result of this sanitization process was six text files – one each for the binary 

parameter pairings and two for the tripartite “in memory of” marker – containing a list of 

runic inscriptions with the parameters in question highlighted, their locations, and dating 

information. An example is shown in Figure 9 below: 

 

3.4.4 Gephi, Data Entry, and Corpus Visualization 

With these in hand, it was time to begin entering data into the network analysis 

visualization software, Gephi. The primary interface for inputting and manipulating data 

within Gephi is simple and is shown in fill in Figure 10 below:  

Fig. 9: Text document showing cleaned and prepared inscriptions 
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Ultimately, the data necessary for the kind of analysis performed in this thesis was 

relatively simple. For each inscription, the following information was required: the 

signature of the inscription, which variables were present in the inscription and what 

forms those variables took, the dating and period information provided for the inscription 

in Rundata, and the inscription location. In order to sort and store this information, a data 

table with eight columns was created, as shown in Figure 11 below.55  

                                                 
55

 There are, in fact, ten columns in Figure 11. The “Id” column, however, is built into the program and 

simply keeps track of the unique ID of each node, and the “East/West” column is a utilitarian tool that 

simply functions to allow for easy sorting/organization – it doesn’t contain any relevant data. 

Fig. 10: Gephi before any data has been entered 
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Each inscription was then entered individually, starting with the first of the six 

inscription lists. This involved creating a new node for each inscription, titling it with the 

corresponding inscription signature, and filling in the relevant cell with the given 

information (in the case of the at list, for instance, this simply meant typing “at” into the 

inscription’s “In Memory Of” cell). This process was repeated for each of the remaining 

five lists. If an inscription was repeated in subsequent lists, the relevant information was 

simply added into the appropriate cell for that inscription; if the inscription was new, a 

new node was created, and the process proceeded as normal. The dating information was 

added next. This information was pulled directly from the Rundata entries for each 

inscription and, as such, presented no difficulty. 

The next data to be entered filled the “Location” column. This information was 

only added to the inscriptions sourced from Danske runeindskrifter (those whose 

signatures start with “DR”).56 The reasoning behind this was simple: Sveriges 

runinskrifter is already arranged and separated geographically. Each region has its own 

                                                 
56

 Rundata’s geographical organization (taken from Danske runeindskrifter and Sveriges runinskrifter) 

does not conform to modern-day boundaries. Inscriptions from Skåne, Blekinge, and Halland are marked 

as Danish inscriptions and are treated as such in this thesis. 

Fig. 11: The master data table after entry of all inscriptions 
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volume or volumes, and each inscription from a specific region is given a signature that 

reflects that region. All inscriptions from Uppland, for example, will have a signature in 

the form of “U” plus a numeric identifier (e.g., U 334). This makes geographic 

identification incredibly convenient, as the general location of an inscription can be 

immediately determined by simply examining its signature. Thanks to this convention, 

the location information for each inscription from Sweden is already contained in the 

inscription signature and does not need to be separately added. This is not the case, 

however, for the Danish inscriptions, which needed to be entered manually.57 After doing 

so, each inscription node was assigned a color according to its location, with each region 

having a unique color. 

Finally, nine anchor nodes were created – one for each of the variants of the 

linguistic parameters selected (i.e., one each for at, æft, æftiʀ, es, eʀ, and so on). These 

nodes do not contain any data; instead, they serve to link and draw together the various 

inscriptions connected to them by the presence of corresponding linguistic variants. These 

were enlarged and colored according to the generalized geographical nature of the variant 

contained therein (much like Table 1 above). The generally western variants were colored 

red, the eastern blue, and æftiʀ white (due to its geographical omnipresence). These 

anchor nodes were then sorted to the left (or “western”) and right (or “eastern”) sides of 

the network analysis visualization, with the white æftiʀ node falling in the middle, and 

locked them in place. The result was as seen in Figure 12:  

 

                                                 
57

 A note on location preciseness: Grouping inscriptions on the basis of geographical units like Uppland, 

Skåne, Nørrejylland, Sjælland, and so on is somewhat problematic for finer-level dialectal analysis, as these 

regions are large and not particularly precise. A more specific analysis, however, including determining, 

grouping, and analyzing the exact locations of approximately 1,500 inscriptions, falls far outside the scope 

of this thesis. As such (and as one primary function of the thesis at hand is to serve as a proof-of-concept 

piece rather than a full-blown, explicit dialectal mapping of Scandinavia), these rough geographical 

boundaries suffice to serve the functions and aims of this work. 
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As readers may recall, each of these individual dots is a node representing an individual 

inscription. These have been color-coded to correspond to their geography, as shown in 

the color legend at the bottom of the image. At this point, the distribution of the inscription 

nodes is random, each node having been randomly placed upon entry into Gephi’s data 

list. 

Fig. 12: Inscriptions with anchor nodes 
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The inscription nodes then needed to be linked to the respective anchor nodes. 

The result was as shown in Figure 13. The inscription signatures have been removed to 

make the result more legible: 

 Thus was all the preparatory work completed. From here, layout algorithms were 

applied to the Gephi visualization. The algorithms used in this thesis were Force Atlas (a 

force-directed algorithm that, in the thesis at hand, served as the gravitational “pull” to 

draw individual nodes towards the immobile anchor nodes) and Noverlap, an algorithm 

Fig. 13: Inscriptions linked to corresponding anchor nodes 
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that applies a repulsion force to overlapping nodes in order to slightly redistribute the 

node layout and create a more visually digestible result. Applying both of these to the 

layout visualized in Figure 13 above produced the following result, seen in Figure 14: 

 

As is clear, there remained a large amount of visual noise in the network, due to the large 

number of nodes and edges present. With labels enabled, the resulting image was even 

more difficult to analyze. Some cleanup work was necessary – all inscriptions which 

Fig. 14: Inscriptions linked to anchor nodes with layout algorithms applied 
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contain only a single linguistic variant needed to be removed, as they don’t provide any 

useful information concerning linguistic co-occurrence. The result was as follows (after 

slightly repositioning the anchor nodes so as to produce a less crowded result): 

The inscription/node corpus in Figure 15 represents the master data set for this 

thesis, containing each inscription from both time periods and all geographical regions. 

At this point, these nodes had already been linked to their corresponding linguistic variant 

anchor nodes, and corpus construction was complete. To perform the analyses proposed 

in this thesis, however, the corpus now needed to be selectively separated into smaller, 

Fig. 15: Inscriptions with two or more linguistic variables present, linked to anchor nodes 
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more digestible pieces. The first step was to perform a temporal separation, dividing the 

corpus into Stage I inscriptions (i.e., inscriptions dated up to but not including 1050 CE) 

and Stage II inscriptions (inscriptions dated to 1050 CE and beyond). The results were as 

seen in Figures 16 and 17. 

 

 

Fig. 16: Stage I inscriptions with two or more parameters, linked to anchor nodes 
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With this done, it was time to move on to analysis of the Stage I and Stage II corpora by 

focusing on two linguistic variable pairings at a time. This analysis makes up Section 4 

below. 

 

 

  

 

Fig. 17: Stage II inscriptions with two or more parameters, linked to anchor nodes 
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4. Results and Analysis 

4.1 Introduction 

The first order of business is to set forth some basic information on the chosen linguistic 

parameters. This will contextualize the results of the following analysis. While, as 

mentioned above, the linguistic variations at hand did not evolve uniformly with regard 

to either time or space, they each consist of ultimately older and younger forms. Evidence 

of this is not difficult to find – one must simply look at what variants remained in use as 

time progressed.58 With regard to the five parameters chosen for this thesis, the older-to-

younger evolution is as shown in Table 2: 

 

aft, æft → at,  

æftiʀ 
es → eʀ vas → vaʀ 

ræisþ- → 

ræist- 

þ-nnsi → 

þ-nn(s)a 

 

Table 2: Variant evolution 

Recall the above discussion of regional-chronological variation: If, in a given 

region and within a given time period, the younger variant of a feature is more common, 

the linguistic evolution in question likely happened relatively early in that region 

(compared to, for example, neighboring regions); if the opposite is true (that is, if the 

older variant predominates), the change is likely to have occurred later. The results of the 

analysis performed here give indications as to how each of these linguistic parameters 

evolved with respect to each other – which variants evolved alongside each other (or 

opposite one another), which were replaced by others, and so forth, with extra respect 

given to the regions in which these changes occurred. The result is a more detailed and 

more nuanced look into how these dialects of Old Scandinavian (that is, Runic Swedish, 

Runic Danish, and Runic Gutnish) began to diverge from one another over time.  

                                                 
58 For a more thorough discussion of aft, æft, at, and æftiʀ, see: Peterson, “Regional variation eller vad?,” 

242; for the remainder, see: Stroh-Wollin, “Regional-kronologisk variation,” 124, 128. 
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4.2 Potential Warnings and Information 

Before examining the results, however, a few warnings are in order. First: As mentioned 

above, this thesis is, by necessity, exclusively concerned with memorial-type inscriptions. 

While this approach allows for great control of linguistic variation, it represents a limited 

slice of a much larger and more complex language 

system. Caution must be exercised when extrapolating 

conclusions from this study to Runic Swedish, Runic 

Danish, and Runic Gutnish on more macro-sized scales. 

Second: The inscriptions have been separated into 

geographic groups identified by metadata taken from 

Rundata, as outlined in the methodology above. In 

Sweden, this amounts to divisions along traditional 

province (landskap) lines; in Denmark, to geographical 

boundaries: the islands Bornholm, Lolland and Falster 

(grouped together as Lolland-Falster), Funen (Fyn), and 

Zealand (Sjælland), the Danish peninsula, split 

north/south into Northern Jutland (Nørrejylland) and 

Southern Schleswig (Sydslesvig), and Scania (Skåne). 

These are displayed in Figs. 18 and 19.  

More ideal would have been groupings based 

more wholly on the geographical distribution of 

inscriptions; such organization would likely result in a more even distribution of 

inscriptions between groups, rather than some regions having incredibly high 

concentrations and others 

relatively small concentrations. 

As it stands, the above-

mentioned regions were chosen 

primarily for convenience’s 

sake, as any other method 

would require much more time 

than was available for this 

project. Readers must 

Fig. 18: Provinces of Sweden 

Fig. 19: Regions of Denmark 
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keep in mind that some of the boundaries used here may not wholly coincide with 

linguistic boundaries during the time periods in question. Third: Dating information, 

likewise taken from Rundata, is also rather generalized. An ideal investigation would 

involve more precisely dating the rune stones/runic inscriptions on an individual basis to 

allow for a more complete and precise overview of how these dialects evolved and 

diverged over time. As it stands, many inscriptions in the Rundata database are simply 

labeled with a “V” for Viking Age – a large time period comprising several centuries. 

This made dividing the corpus into two stages fairly problematic, as an equal temporal 

distribution would result in a median year directly in the middle of the Viking Age; 

without more precise dating information, the inscriptions would not be easily sorted into 

one or the other stage. Due, again, to constraints in time and scope, this thesis must 

necessarily deal with the information available in Rundata and choose a (potentially 

arbitrary) separation point from that available information. As mentioned above, the year 

1050 AD was chosen as the division between Stage I and Stage II.  

This produces a few secondary problems. One: Without a more equal temporal 

distribution of inscriptions, the two stages contain unequal numbers of inscriptions, with 

the quantity of inscriptions in Stage I being much larger than that in Stage II. This makes 

data from Stage II less statistically significant, as fewer inscriptions may be construed to 

have greater linguistic meaning than their numbers would otherwise lend them. In some 

instances, the material available in Stage II is so limited and insignificant as to make any 

sort of chronological comparison impossible. Two: Rundata simply aggregates data from 

the various runic compendia. The conglomerate corpus assembled from the individual 

runic volumes is thus, by nature, a sort of patchwork corpus, the product of individual 

efforts by many different people. Inscriptions from different compendia (and thus 

different regions) have different levels of detail and preciseness with regard to dating 

information. As a result, some groups (such as Stage II of the aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – þ-nnsi/þ-

nnsa pairing, shown in Figure 31) may be biased towards one particular region and stage, 

as inscriptions from that region contain more specific information that lands them 

securely in Stage I/II. In future projects, an earlier division must be made after a more 

thorough examination of inscription dates in order to produce more accurate and 

statistically strong results.  
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One final note must be given about the tables found below. These tables use the 

phrasing “Total Instances,” rather than “Total Inscriptions.” Since one inscription might 

contain several occurrences of one or both variables being tested for, a simple count of 

inscriptions would be inaccurate. To account for this, the signature of such an inscription 

has been entered into each appropriate variable column. As a result, the same signature 

may occur several times within one table; thus, it is the number of instances of a variant 

being examined, rather than merely the number of inscriptions containing that variant. 

4.3 Analysis 

4.3.1 Introduction 

This section will present the variable pairings as well as analysis of the same. This will 

take the following format:  

 

Network image of Stage I inscriptions → Quantitative table of Stage I inscriptions → 

Stage I Analysis 

Network image of Stage II inscriptions → Quantitative table of Stage II inscriptions → 

Stage II Analysis 

 

Stage II analysis will also compare the Stage II inscriptions with those from Stage I. 
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4.3.2 Stage I: es/eʀ – ræisþ-/ræist-  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 20: Stage I of the es/eʀ – ræisþ-/ræist- pairing 
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Total Stage I 

Instances 
es – ræisþ- es – ræist- eʀ – ræisþ- eʀ – ræist- 

Bornholm      

Fyn     

Lolland-Falster     

Nørrejylland 
4 

DR 81, DR 83, DR 

108, DR 117 

 

2 

DR 66, DR 

EM85;265 

 

Sjælland     

Skåne 
1 

DR 298 
   

Sydslesvig 
1 

DR 1 
   

Gästrikland (Gs)     

Gotland (G)     

Hälsingland (Hs)     

Medelpad (M)     

Närke (Nä)     

Östergötland 

(Ög) 
 

1 

Ög Fv1950;341 

4 

Ög 81, Ög 93, Ög 

94, Ög 132 

2 

Ög 105, Ög 111 

Öland (Öl)     

Småland (Sm) 
1 

Sm 52 
  

1 

Sm 42 

Södermanland 

(Sö) 
 

3 

Sö 46, Sö 217, Sö 

254 

 

3 

Sö 40, Sö 208, Sö 

Fv1954;22  

Uppland (U)  
1 

U 661 
  

Västergötland 

(Vg) 
 

1 

Vg 4 

1 

Vg 174 

2 

Vg 20, Vg 197 

Västmanland  

(Vs) 
    

Total: 28 7 6 7 8 

 

Table 3: Stage I of the es/eʀ – ræisþ-/ræist- pairing  
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The four variants of the pairing es/eʀ | ræisþ-/ræist- show a relatively equal quantitative 

distribution in Stage I. Notably, the two variants of each parameter do not co-occur at all 

– that is, when looking at the co-occurrence of es/eʀ and ræisþ-/ræist-, es and eʀ never 

appear in the same inscription, nor do ræisþ- and ræist-. The western and eastern extremes 

(the former being the es – ræisþ- combination and the latter being eʀ – ræist-) do largely 

conform to expected variant distributions: Those inscriptions in which es and ræisþ- co-

occur are, in fact, Danish inscriptions (the one exception coming from bordering 

Småland), and those in which both eʀ and ræist- occur are exclusively Swedish. At this 

point in time, however, no variant combination exhibits a predominance with regard to 

quantitative productivity across all regions in question. If there can be any “deciding 

factor” variation, it is that between ræisþ- and ræist-. No inscription with the ending -t 

variant is found in Denmark, while both the es/ræisþ- and the eʀ/ræisþ- combinations are 

present in inscriptions in Denmark. This suggests that the es → eʀ evolution occurred 

earlier in Denmark than did the ræisþ- → ræist-. Thus, some regional tendencies do exist, 

perhaps indicating the beginnings of dialectal differentiation with regard to these two 

variant pairings. On the whole, however, the distribution is fairly evenly spread, 

prohibiting any strict and definitive conclusions.  

4.3.3 Stage II: es/eʀ – ræisþ-/ræist- 

 

Fig. 21: Stage II of the es/eʀ – ræisþ-/ræist- pairing 
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Total Stage II 

Instances 
es – ræisþ- es – ræist- eʀ – ræisþ- eʀ – ræist- 

Bornholm  
1 

DR 380 
  

Fyn     

Lolland-Falster     

Nørrejylland     

Sjælland     

Skåne     

Sydslesvig     

Gästrikland (Gs)     

Gotland (G)    
1 

G 343 

Hälsingland (Hs)     

Medelpad (M)     

Närke (Nä)     

Östergötland 

(Ög) 
    

Öland (Öl)     

Småland (Sm)     

Södermanland 

(Sö) 
    

Uppland (U)     

Västergötland 

(Vg) 
    

Västmanland 

(Vs) 
    

Total: 2 0 1 0 1 

 

Table 4: Fig. 22: Stage II of the es/eʀ – ræisþ-/ræist- pairing 

 

Stage II inscriptions containing this pairing are sparse. As is visible, only two matched 

the criteria required for inclusion: an inscription on Bornholm and an inscription on 

Gotland. The former still uses the older es; the latter contains the younger eʀ. Both 
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inscriptions contain the younger t-form, ræist-. Conclusions concerning the linguistic 

state of the region during this stage cannot be made, as there is far too little data on which 

one might base any such conclusions.  

 Since the data from Stage II cannot be assumed to be representative of the runic 

corpus as a whole during that period, any determinations as to dialectal evolution during 

this period cannot be made on the basis of this particular parameter pairing. 

4.3.4 Stage I: es/eʀ – þ-nnsi/þ-nnsa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 23: Stage I of the es/eʀ – þ-nnsi/þ-nnsa pairing 
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Total Stage I 

Instances 
es – þ-nnsi es – þ-nnsa eʀ – þ-nnsi eʀ – þ-nnsa 

Bornholm     

Fyn 
1 

DR 209 
   

Lolland-Falster     

Nørrejylland 

5 

DR 83, DR 97, DR 

108, DR 117, DR 

155 

 

2 

DR 66, DR 

EM85;265   

 

Sjælland 
1 

DR 230 
   

Skåne 
1 

DR 335 
 

1 

DR 280 
 

Sydslesvig 
1 

DR 1 
   

Gästrikland (Gs)     

Gotland (G)     

Hälsingland (Hs)     

Medelpad (M)     

Närke (Nä)     

Östergötland 

(Ög) 
1 

Ög Fv1950;341   
 

1 

Ög 81 

1 

Ög 93 

Öland (Öl)     

Småland (Sm)   
1 

Sm 42 
 

Södermanland 

(Sö) 
1 

Sö 46 
  

1 

Sö 345 

Uppland (U) 
1 

U 802 
   

Västergötland 

(Vg) 
2 

Vg 4, Vg 59 
 

2 

Vg 40, Vg 197 
 

Västmanland 

(Vs) 
    

Total: 23 14 0 7 2 

 

Table 5: Stage I of the es/eʀ – þ-nnsi/þ-nnsa pairing 
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Stage I inscriptions containing the es/eʀ | þannsi/þennsa pairing are heavily conservative, 

with just two inscriptions (one from Östergötland and one from neighboring 

Södermanland) exhibiting the fully “modern” combination of eʀ/þennsa. On the whole, 

this group is dominated by Danish inscriptions, with over half of the found inscriptions 

located in Danish areas. The preponderance of conservative forms and combinations both 

in the north/east and in the south/west may indicate that the Swedish and Danish dialects 

found themselves in a common position at this point in time (with regard to this pairing). 

Of course, one cannot ignore the evidence suggesting that the eʀ/þannsi was also 

productive during this period: Seven inscriptions contain the mixed combination. Even 

these, however, offer little conclusive evidence as to dialectal differentiation; three 

inscriptions are of Danish origin, and four are from Sweden. One conclusion that may be 

drawn is that the development of þennsa did not occur alongside the es → eʀ evolution 

in this region but began in a later period, as the body of inscriptions shows clear evidence 

of productivity for eʀ while very few inscriptions in this pairing use the þennsa form. 

 

4.3.5 Stage II: es/eʀ – þ-nnsi/þ-nnsa 

No inscriptions containing this particular pairing were found in Stage II. As there is no 

younger data to compare against the Stage I numbers, nothing can be said about the 

evolution of this particular pairing.  
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4.3.6 Stage I: es/eʀ – vas/vaʀ 

 

 

 

Total Stage I 

Instances 
es – vas es – vaʀ eʀ – vas eʀ – vaʀ 

Bornholm     

Fyn 
1 

DR 192 
   

Lolland-Falster     

Nørrejylland  
1 

DR 155 
  

Sjælland     

Skåne     

Sydslesvig 
2 

DR 1, DR 3 
   

Gästrikland (Gs)     

Fig. 24: Stage I of the es/eʀ – vas/vaʀ pairing 
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Gotland (G)     

Hälsingland (Hs)     

Medelpad (M)     

Närke (Nä)     

Östergötland (Ög) 
1 

Ög Fv1950;341 
  

3 

Ög 94, Ög 105, Ög 

111 

Öland (Öl)     

Småland (Sm)    
2 

Sm 5, Sm 42 

Södermanland 

(Sö) 
   

2 

Sö 175, Sö 260 

Uppland (U) 
4 

U 654, U 661, U 

802, U Fv1992;157   

   

Västergötland 

(Vg) 
   

1 

Vg 20 

Västmanland (Vs)     

Total: 17 8 1 0 8 

 

Table 6: Stage I of the es/eʀ – vas/vaʀ pairing 

The es/eʀ | vas/vaʀ pairing consists of roughly equal quantities of exclusively 

older/western combinations and exclusively eastern/younger combinations, with one lone 

inscription from northern Jutland (DR 155) bridging the gap. The eʀ/vaʀ inscriptions are 

all found in a contiguous area in Sweden with Östergötland at its center – as might, 

perhaps, be expected. Curiously, the more conservative inscriptions are spread out across 

the entire Old East Scandinavian area. Perhaps more curiously, a significant number of 

them (50%) are found in Uppland’s runic corpus. 

 Taken together, this may indicate several things: All four of these variants were 

in use roughly contemporaneously (though, of course, a more precise and thorough 

investigation of inscription age may reveal that there were, in fact, chronological 

differences). Other than one es/vas inscription in Östergötland, however, they do not 

overlap in terms of geography, suggesting that choosing one variant over another was, 

perhaps, more reliant on geography than chronology. This, combined with the fact that 
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there are fairly clear co-occurrence tendencies with little to no overlap, suggests a pattern 

of dialectal variation in the areas and time period in question. 

4.3.7 Stage II: es/eʀ – vas/vaʀ 

 

 

Total Stage II 

Instances 
es – vas es – vaʀ eʀ – vas eʀ – vaʀ 

Bornholm     

Fyn     

Lolland-Falster     

Nørrejylland     

Sjælland     

Skåne     

Sydslesvig     

Fig. 25: Stage II of the es/eʀ – vas/vaʀ pairing 
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Gästrikland (Gs)     

Gotland (G)    
1 

G 114 

Hälsingland (Hs)     

Medelpad (M)     

Närke (Nä)     

Östergötland (Ög)     

Öland (Öl)     

Småland (Sm)     

Södermanland 

(Sö) 
    

Uppland (U)     

Västergötland 

(Vg) 
    

Västmanland (Vs)     

Total: 1 0 0 0 1 

 

Table 7: Stage II of the es/eʀ – vas/vaʀ pairing 

 

Stage II inscriptions are, once again, sparse. The one extant inscription contains both 

younger variants and is located on Gotland. Without further information, no assumptions 

or declarations can be made. 
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4.3.8 Stage I: aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – es/eʀ 

 

Total Stage I 

Instances 

aft/æft – 

es 

aft/æft – 

eʀ 
æftiʀ – es 

æftiʀ – 

eʀ 
at – es at – eʀ 

Bornholm       

Fyn 
2 

DR 192, DR 

209 

     

Lolland-Falster       

Nørrejylland 

4 

DR 42, DR 

58, DR 108, 

DR 117 

 

3 

DR 83, DR 

97, DR 155 

1 

DR 66 

1 

DR 81 
 

Fig. 26: Stage I of the aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – es/eʀ pairing 
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Sjælland 
1 

DR 230 
     

Skåne   

2 

DR 334, DR 

335 

1 

DR 280 

1 

DR 298 
 

Sydslesvig   
2 

DR 1, DR 3 
   

Gästrikland (Gs)       

Gotland (G) 
1 

G 280 
     

Hälsingland (Hs)       

Medelpad (M)       

Närke (Nä)       

Östergötland 

(Ög) 
  

1 

Ög 

Fv1950;341 

7 

Ög 81, Ög 

82, Ög 93, 

Ög 94, Ög 

105, Ög 

111, Ög 132 

  

Öland (Öl)   
1 

Öl 1 

1 

Öl 36 
 

1 

Öl 36 

Småland (Sm)   
1 

Sm 52 

3 

Sm 5, Sm 

35, Sm 42 

 
1 

Sm 92 

Södermanland 

(Sö) 
  

2 

Sö 47, Sö 217 

2 

Sö 175, Sö 

260 

2 

Sö 46, Sö 254 

3 

Sö 40, Sö 

208, Sö 345 

Uppland (U)   

4 

U 203, U 654, 

U 661, U 802 

1 

U 130 

3 

U 136, U 778, 

U 

Fv1992;157 

 

Västergötland 

(Vg) 
1 

Vg 59 
 

3 

Vg 4, Vg 59, 

Vg 67 

5 

Vg 20, Vg 

40, Vg 174, 

Vg 187, Vg 

197 

1 

Vg 4 
 

Västmanland 

(Vs) 
      

Total: 62 9 0 19 21 8 5 

 

Table 8: Stage I of the aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – es/eʀ pairing 

As mentioned above, æftiʀ transcends chronological and regional boundaries and is found 

essentially in every region and every period examined in this study. One should thus 

anticipate æftiʀ-combinations to be the most prevalent in pairings containing this marker, 
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a presumption that holds true in the case of æftiʀ | es/eʀ in Stage I – the number of 

combinations containing æftiʀ outnumber all of the remaining combinations combined. 

Æftir is, in this case, also essentially equally productive regardless of whether it is paired 

with es or with eʀ (the former combination comprising 19 instances and the latter 

comprising 21). The second-most-productive memory marker is at, of which 13 instances 

are found in the corpus at hand: 8 in the hybrid at – es combination and 5 in the younger 

at – eʀ.  The aft/æft variant appears strictly in conservative inscriptions: There are 9 

instances of aft/æft – es and none of aft/æft – eʀ. With regard to es – eʀ prevalence, the 

more conservative form outnumbers the younger evolution (36 to 26 across all instances 

in this selection). 

 As one might expect, the Danish inscriptions favor the more conservative variants. 

Fyn and Sjælland inscriptions exclusively comprise aft/æft – es inscriptions; Sydslesvig 

inscriptions comprise 2 instances of æftiʀ – es; and Nørrejylland and Skåne contain only 

2 instances each of progressive forms, and both of those are hybrid forms (not fully 

progressive forms): one æftiʀ – eʀ instance and one at – es instance. The remaining 7 

instances in Nørrejylland and 2 instances in Skåne are conservative (taking æftiʀ’s 

ubiquity into account). The northeastern regions follow the trend of containing younger, 

more progressive forms. The wholly progressive at – eʀ is found exclusively on Öland, 

in neighboring Småland, and further north in Södermanland (though it does, curiously, 

“skip over” Östergötland). The at – es pairing is primarily found in Södermanland and 

Uppland. The æftiʀ – eʀ combination is heavily concentrated about Vättern in southern 

Sweden, whereas the conservative hybrid, æftiʀ – es, is sprinkled about Götaland and 

more concentrated in Svealand (4 in Uppland and 2 in Södermanland, though there are 3 

instances from Västergötland).  

 Taken altogether, this distribution shows a period of inscription language in 

transition; however, some linguistic trends can be distinguished. As mentioned above, 

this parameter pairing follows, overall, the general trend of south/west – conservative and 

north/east – progressive. The northernmost inscriptions from the Mälaren region are, 

interestingly, largely conservative-leaning hybrid pairings; it is not until one travels 

further south that younger pairings are found, with heavy concentrations of, for instance, 

eʀ in Östergötland and Södermanland and at in Södermanland as well as Uppland, 

indicating that the area of innovation for this pairing in this particular period was not in 
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the northeastern Mälaren region but further south, in between Mälaren and Vättern. 

Following this pattern, the innovations would have spread in a south-westerly direction, 

as the more progressive forms are found only in Skåne and Nørrejylland, and then only 

sparsely.   

4.3.9 Stage II: aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – es/eʀ 

 

 

Fig. 27: Stage II of the aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – es/eʀ pairing 
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Total Stage II 

Instances 

aft/æft – 

es 

aft/æft – 

eʀ 
æftiʀ – es æftiʀ – eʀ at – es at – eʀ 

Bornholm   
1 

DR 380 
   

Fyn       

Lolland-Falster  
1 

DR 212 
    

Nørrejylland       

Sjælland    
1 

DR 229 
  

Skåne       

Sydslesvig       

Gästrikland (Gs)       

Gotland (G) 
1 

G 280 
  

4 

G 114, G 

134, G 203, 

G 343 

 
1 

G 203 

Hälsingland (Hs)       

Medelpad (M)       

Närke (Nä)       

Östergötland 

(Ög) 
      

Öland (Öl)       

Småland (Sm)       

Södermanland 

(Sö) 
      

Uppland (U)   
1 

U 1104 
   

Västergötland 

(Vg) 
      

Västmanland 

(Vs) 
      

Total: 10 1 1 2 5 0 1 

 

Table 9: Stage II of the aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – es/eʀ pairing 
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Stage II of this pairing appears, quantitatively speaking, to represent a linguistic landscape 

that is still rather varied. Overall, the more progressive forms are more numerous: 7 

inscriptions contain the younger form eʀ, whereas only 3 contain es. Æftiʀ continues to 

dominate in Stage II, with 7 of the 10 total instances contain this version of the memory 

marker; aft/æft appear twice, and at appears once.  

 Curiously, there does not appear to be any sort of clear regional preference or 

predilection in this stage. The numbers are, of course, much smaller than in Stage I, and 

perhaps extending the opening bookend of Stage II further into the past would yield a 

more populated (and thus more informative) Stage II group – but, as it stands, the 

instances appear all over the place. Varying individual combinations appear throughout 

Denmark: One æftiʀ – es combination appears on Bornholm in the east, a hybrid aft/æft 

– eʀ pairing occurs on the southern region of Lolland-Falster, and the younger æftiʀ – eʀ 

is found once in Sjælland. A more conservative æftiʀ – es inscription is found in Uppland 

in this stage, matching the majority of inscriptions in that region from Stage I. The most 

curious phenomenon in this stage occurs on Gotland, where only 1 instance existed in 

Stage I; here, there are 6. These 6 instances span the spectrum of conservative/progressive 

possibilities: 4 instances contain the æftiʀ – eʀ pairing, but the wholly conservative aft/æft 

– es and wholly progressive at – eʀ combinations are each represented by one instance on 

this island. 

 Working with the given available data, one may conclude that no variant pairing 

has clearly taken hold by this later stage. Gotlandic inscription practice certainly seems 

to favor more progressive language (assuming, as above, that æftiʀ’s chronological and 

geographical omnipresence effectively make it a neutral linguistic force rather than 

pushing the inscription towards either the more conservative or the more progressive side 

of the spectrum); however, G 280’s wholly conservative nature does put an obstacle in 

the path of anyone assuming that Gotland had fully converted to younger forms. As for 

other possible dialectal groupings in this stage – and, with those, the possibility for 

comparing with groupings from Stage I and thereby tracing the evolution of dialectal 

tendencies – there are, regrettably, no other real concentrations of inscriptions that might 

indicate any sort of regional/dialectal practices.  
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4.3.10 Stage I: aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – ræisþ-/ræist- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 28: Stage I of the aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – ræisþ-/ræist- pairing 
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Total Stage I 

Instances 

aft/æft – 

ræisþ- 

aft/æft 

– ræist- 

æftiʀ – 

ræisþ- 

æftiʀ – 

ræist- 

at – 

ræisþ- 

at – 

ræist- 

Bornholm       

Fyn       

Lolland-Falster 
2 

DR 216, DR 

218 

 
1 

DR 213 
   

Nørrejylland 

13 

DR 40, DR 82, 

DR 107, DR 

108, DR 110, 
DR 114, DR 

117, DR 124, 
DR 133, DR 

135, DR 143, 
DR 

AUD1996;274, 
DR 

EM85;523B 

1 

DR 37 

15 

DR 66, DR 

67, DR 68, 

DR 69, DR 

77, DR 83, 

DR 91, DR 

96, DR 99, 

DR 109, DR 

121, DR 122, 
DR 127, DR 

AUD1995;-

279, DR 

EM85;312 

 
1 

DR 81 
 

Sjælland 
1 

DR 239 
     

Skåne 
2 

DR 260, DR 

339 

 

18 

DR 259, DR 

262, DR 266, 

DR 268, DR 

270, DR 271, 

DR 275, DR 

276, DR 278, 

DR 289, DR 

296, DR 314, 
DR 316, DR 

317, DR 321, 
DR 328, DR 

329, DR 343 

1 

DR 296 

1 

DR 298 

1 

DR 

NOR1998;8   

Sydslesvig   
1 

DR 1 
   

Gästrikland 

(Gs) 
      

Gotland (G)  
1 

G 110 
   

1 

G 252 

Hälsingland 

(Hs) 
   

1 

Hs 6 
 

1 

Hs 6 

Medelpad (M)    
1 

M 1 
  

Närke (Nä)   
1 

Nä 9 

1 

Nä 14 
  

Östergötland 

(Ög) 

2 

Ög 64, Ög 

Fv1965;54 

1 

Ög 189 

33 

Ög 11, Ög 

18, Ög 20, 

Ög 34, Ög 

40 

Ög 14, Ög 22, 

Ög 26, Ög 46, 

Ög 47, Ög 66, 

 
1 

Ög 229 
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42, Ög 61, 

Ög 66, Ög 

67, Ög 81, 

Ög 88, Ög 

93, Ög 94, 

Ög 96, Ög 

97, Ög 109, 

Ög 131, Ög 

132, Ög 133, 

Ög 135, Ög 

144, Ög 149, 

Ög 153, Ög 

176, Ög 193, 

Ög 204, Ög 

208, Ög 210, 

Ög 211, Ög 

219, Ög 223, 

Ög 236, Ög 

Fv1966;102, 
Ög 

Fv1970;310 

Ög 89, Ög 99, 

Ög 103, Ög 

104, Ög 105, 

Ög 111, Ög 

118, Ög 121, 

Ög 148, Ög 

155, Ög 158, 

Ög 163, Ög 

165, Ög 172, 

Ög 184, Ög 

186, Ög 187, 

Ög 190, Ög 

201, Ög 202, 

Ög 207, Ög 

209, Ög 221, 

Ög 223, Ög 

225, Ög 228, 

Ög 230, Ög 

233, Ög 234, 

Ög 235, Ög 

Fv1950;341, 

Ög 

Fv1975;174, 

Ög 

MÖLM1960;-

230, Ög 

NOR1994;27 

Öland (Öl)    

5 

Öl 27, Öl 28, 

Öl 37, Öl 39, 
Öl 40 

 
2 

Öl 37, Öl 46 

Småland (Sm)   

7 

Sm 16, Sm 

19, Sm 29, 

Sm 52, Sm 

121, Sm 122, 
Sm 133, 

9 

Sm 1, Sm 10, 

Sm 42, Sm 

91, Sm 93, 

Sm 96, Sm 

111, Sm 132, 
Sm 134 

 
1 

Sm 93 

Södermanland 

(Sö) 
  

6 

Sö 45, Sö 

129, Sö 131, 

Sö 140, Sö 

289, Sö 367 

14 

Sö 48, Sö 49, 

Sö 73, Sö 88, 

Sö 195, Sö 

217, Sö 250, 
Sö 291, Sö 

296, Sö 325, 
Sö 360, Sö 

362, Sö 

Fv1971;208, 
Sö 

Fv1973;189 

17 

Sö 45, Sö 

112, Sö 122, 

Sö 123, Sö 

137, Sö 148, 

Sö 154, Sö 

158, Sö 159, 

Sö 160, Sö 

164, Sö 167, 

Sö 168, Sö 

170, Sö 352, 

Sö 367, Sö 

Fv1948;295 

51 

Sö 8, Sö 9, 

Sö 14, Sö 31, 

Sö 34, Sö 36, 

Sö 40, Sö 46, 

Sö 51, Sö 52, 

Sö 54, Sö 69, 

Sö 70, Sö 74, 

Sö 75, Sö 88, 

Sö 90, Sö 

106, Sö 107, 

Sö 108, Sö 

111, Sö 124, 

Sö 150, Sö 

161, Sö 165, 

Sö 183, Sö 

189, Sö 194, 

Sö 200, Sö 

206, Sö 208, 

Sö 211, Sö 

213, Sö 224, 

Sö 229, Sö 

233, Sö 234, 
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Sö 242, Sö 

254, Sö 265, 

Sö 268, Sö 

269, Sö 273, 

Sö 306, Sö 

307, Sö 335, 

Sö 338, Sö 

350, Sö 351, 

Sö 363, Sö 

Fv1958;242 

Uppland (U)   
1 

U 394 

48 

U 19, U 37, U 

61, U 121, U 

137, U 200, U 

297, U 326, U 

338, U 490, U 

504, U 512, U 

524, U 580, U 

623, U 641, U 

642, U 644, U 

649, U 660, U 

661, U 681, U 

734, U 755, U 

769, U 774, U 

793, U 809, U 

836, U 897, U 

937, U 987, U 

991, U 999, U 

1067, U 1139, 
U 1154, U 

1155, U 1156, 
U 1157, U 

1165, U 1172, 
U 1173, U 

ATA322-

4042-2009, U 

Fv1955;216, 
U 

Fv1972;172, 
U 

Fv1992;156, 
U Fv1992;169 

 

13 

U 37, U 43, 

U 47, U 79, 

U 88, U 106, 

U 200, U 

510, U 635, 

U 651, U 

855, U 876, 

U 999 

Västergötland 

(Vg) 
  

3 

Vg 174, Vg 

178, Vg 

NOR1997;-

27 

3 

Vg 4, Vg 20, 

Vg 197 

1 

Vg 178 

1 

Vg 4 

Västmanland 

(Vs) 
     

1 

Vs 13 

Total: 325 20 3 86 123 20 73 

 

Table 10: Stage I of the aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – ræisþ-/ræist- pairing 
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Stage I of the massive memory-marker/ræis-- combination is (as has been and will 

continue to be the case for memory-marker combinations in this thesis) dominated by 

pairings with the universal æftiʀ variant. These far outnumber all other combinations – 

the æftiʀ – ræisþ- combination numbers 86 instances, and the æftiʀ – ræist- combination 

numbers 123 combinations. Together, they amount to 209 out of 325 instances. The latter 

of these combinations evidences the general trend of this parameter pairing, namely that 

the more progressive combinations are much more numerous than their conservative 

counterparts. The wholly older aft/æft – ræisþ- combination comprises just 20 instances; 

aft/æft – ræist- just 3. The hybrid at – ræisþ- likewise numbers 20 instances, while the 

wholly younger at – ræist- amounts to 73. These numbers should indicate that, amongst 

inscriptions containing instances of this parameter pairing, carvers already tended to favor 

younger, more progressive language, even in Stage I. This holds true, of course, only as 

a general statement; different trends held sway in different regions. 

 The most conservative inscriptions, for instance, are almost exclusively found in 

Denmark, primarily in Nørrejylland. Only 2 instances of aft/æft – ræisþ- are to be found 

in Sweden during this period (in Östergötland, to be precise). The remaining Nørrejylland 

inscriptions largely contain instances of æftiʀ – ræisþ-. This particular combination also 

composes the bulk of the more northeasterly Scanian inscriptions, where 18 such 

instances are to be found. Continuing the journey towards the Mälaren region, one sees a 

heavy preponderance of both older and younger æftiʀ combinations: 7 of the older and 9 

of the younger in Småland, 33 of the older and 40 of the younger in Östergötland, 3 of 

each in Västergötland, and 5 of the younger in Öland. After crossing into the land of the 

Svear, however, one finds a definite predilection for younger variants. In Södermanland, 

for instance, there are only 6 instances of the æftiʀ – ræisþ- combination, while there are 

14 instances of its younger counterpart. Here, one also finds 17 instances of at – ræisþ-, 

and a massive 51 instances of the fully progressive at – ræist- combination. As was the 

case for the memory-marker – es/eʀ pairing, Uppland does not contain equally high 

concentrations of the youngest/most progressive combinations – there are 48 instances of 

the æftiʀ – ræist- combination and only 13 of at – ræist-. While one must not assume that 

(owing simply to the universal nature of the variant) the inclusion of æftiʀ in an inscription 

means that it is older or somehow less progressive, the presence of many wholly and 

exclusively progressive or younger pairings in a given region should indicate that that 
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region is more progressive in its linguistic tendencies than a region with mixed inscription 

tendencies. Södermanland appears to be the focal point of younger forms, particularly 

where this pairing is concerned; and in that region, the younger variants are intensely 

productive with one another.  

4.3.11 Stage II: aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – ræisþ-/ræist- 

 

 

Fig. 29: Stage II of the aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – ræisþ-/ræist- pairing 
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Total Stage II 

Instances 

aft/æft – 

ræisþ- 

aft/æft – 

ræist- 

æftiʀ – 

ræisþ- 

æftiʀ – 

ræist- 

at – 

ræisþ- 

at – 

ræist- 

Bornholm    

7 

DR 380, DR 

383, DR 387, 
DR 391, DR 

394, DR 403, 
DR 404 

  

Fyn       

Lolland-Falster       

Nørrejylland   
1 

DR 48 M 
   

Sjælland       

Skåne       

Sydslesvig       

Gästrikland (Gs)       

Gotland (G)    

3 

G 111, G 

343, G 370 M 

  

Hälsingland (Hs)       

Medelpad (M)       

Närke (Nä)       

Östergötland 

(Ög) 
      

Öland (Öl)       

Småland (Sm)       

Södermanland 

(Sö) 
      

Uppland (U)    

1 

U 

Fv1953;266 

 
1 

U 990 

Västergötland 

(Vg) 

2 

Vg 35, Vg 

114 

1 

Vg 6 

34 

Vg 18, Vg 

32, Vg 44, 

Vg 55, Vg 

62, Vg 66, 

Vg 100, Vg 

102, Vg 108, 

Vg 112, Vg 

113, Vg 114, 

Vg 116, Vg 

117, Vg 122, 
Vg 123, Vg 

124, Vg 127, 
Vg 128, Vg 

13 

Vg 2, Vg 6, 

Vg 7, Vg 8, 

Vg 9, Vg 11, 

Vg 13, Vg 15, 

Vg 16, Vg 73, 

Vg 74, Vg 77, 

Vg 192 
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130, Vg 133, 
Vg 137, Vg 

150, Vg 152, 
Vg 154, Vg 

157, Vg 158, 
Vg 160, Vg 

161, Vg 175, 
Vg 179, Vg 

181, Vg 182, 
Vg 184 

Västmanland 

(Vs) 
      

Total: 63 2 1 35 24 0 1 

 

Table 11: Stage II of the aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – ræisþ-/ræist- pairing 

Stage II sees an almost complete shift away from conservative forms in Denmark. Only 

æftiʀ combinations remain, and of the 8 present, 7 contain the younger ræist-. In Sweden, 

one sees 3 æftiʀ – ræist- instances on Gotland and 1 in Uppland, where an at – ræist- 

instance is also to be found. The abundance of Västergötland inscriptions present in this 

stage potentially points towards the problem of having chronologically divided the runic 

corpus along the lines chosen in this thesis (done, again, out of necessity due to time 

constraints).59 That being said, an analysis based on the data given (for lack of better data 

to analyze) suggests that the conservative forms were still productive in Stage II in 

Västergötland, with 34 instances of æftiʀ – ræisþ- and even a few instances of aft/æft – 

ræisþ- and aft/æft – ræist-. Proximity to the more conservative Danish regions might 

explain this variation, but it is curious that one finds such a large body conservative 

linguistic variants at so late a stage, especially when other contemporary Danish 

inscriptions have adopted more progressive styles. This may point to some kind of 

                                                 
59 Stage II is almost completely dominated by inscriptions from Västergötland. As mentioned above, 

Rundata draws its metadata from different and differing sources. Consequently, runic inscriptions from 

different regions may have differing levels of detail and specificity with regards to that data. This stage of 

this group contains a large group of inscriptions from Västergötland because the dating information as 

provided by Rundata places the majority of Västergötland inscriptions at “V ca 1100” – that is, Viking Age, 

at approximately 1100 AD – squarely in Stage II territory. The majority of stones in the overall thesis corpus 

that likewise fall into the Viking Age category, however, do not have similar qualifying information – they 

are simply denoted with a V. As a result, there may well be more post-1050 Viking Age inscriptions that 

ought to belong to Stage II and would flesh out these later-stage analyses, alleviating problems such as the 

one presented here (i.e., one stage/group being overshadowed or dominated by one set of inscriptions from 

one region). Thankfully, one primary purpose of this thesis is to provide a proof-of-concept for further 

studies; though there may be some flaws in the organization of the corpus, the methodology should prove 

to be functional and beneficial. 
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localized linguistic style, custom, or tendency, which itself would be an indication of 

dialectal and regional variation local to Västergötland. 

4.3.12 Stage I: aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – þ-nnsi/þ-nnsa 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 30: Stage I of the aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – þ-nnsi/þ-nnsa pairing 
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Total Stage I 

Instances 

aft/æft – 

þ-nsi 

aft/æft –  

þ-nsa 

æftiʀ –  

þ-nsi 

æftiʀ – 

 þ-nsa 

at – þ-

nsi 
at – þ-nsa 

Bornholm       

Fyn 
2 

DR 202, DR 

209 

     

Lolland-Falster 
3 

DR 216, DR 

218, DR 220 

     

Nørrejylland 

14 

DR 40, DR 

53, DR 62, 

DR 107, DR 

108, DR 

114, DR 

116, DR 

117, DR 

124, DR 

130, DR 

131, DR 

144, DR 

145, DR 

EM85;523B 

 

15 

DR 66, DR 

67, DR 68, 

DR 69, DR 

77, DR 83, 

DR 96, DR 

97, DR 99, 

DR 121, DR 

122, DR 123, 
DR 155, DR 

AUD1995;-

279, DR 

EM85;312 

   

Sjælland 
2 

DR 230, DR 

239 

 

1 

DR 

EM85;239 

   

Skåne 
1 

DR 339 
 

17 

DR 259, DR 

262, DR 270, 
DR 275, DR 

278, DR 280, 
DR 281, DR 

282, DR 283, 
DR 288, DR 

289, DR 291, 
DR 295, DR 

296, DR 325, 
DR 335, DR 

343 

1 

DR 345 
  

Sydslesvig   
1 

DR 1 
   

Gästrikland (Gs)       

Gotland (G)       

Hälsingland (Hs)    
1 

Hs 6 
 

1 

Hs 6 

Medelpad (M)    
1 

M 1 
  

Närke (Nä)    
1 

Nä 11 
  

Östergötland 

(Ög) 
1 

Ög 64 
 

24 

Ög 14, Ög 47, 

Ög 66, Ög 81, 

19 

Ög 9, Ög 10, 

Ög 46, Ög 93, 

1 

Ög 224 

1 

Ög 

ATA580/75 
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Ög 83, Ög 96, 

Ög 98, Ög 

103, Ög 104, 

Ög 148, Ög 

149, Ög 155, 

Ög 165, Ög 

176, Ög 181, 

Ög 201, Ög 

207, Ög 210, 

Ög 211, Ög 

219, Ög 221, 

Ög 224, Ög 

Fv1950;341, 
Ög 

Fv1966;102 

Ög 97, Ög 99, 

Ög 128, Ög 

133, Ög 135, 

Ög 153, Ög 

158, Ög 225, 

Ög 230, Ög 

232, Ög 233, 

Ög 234, Ög 

235, Ög 236, 
Ög 

Fv1975;174 

Öland (Öl)    

2 

Öl 28, Öl 

Köping 58 

  

Småland (Sm)   

12 

Sm 42, Sm 

48, Sm 77, 

Sm 78, Sm 

91, Sm 93, 

Sm 98, Sm 

101, Sm 110, 
Sm 111, Sm 

125, Sm 133 

 
1 

Sm 93 
 

Södermanland 

(Sö) 
  

10 

Sö 45, Sö 49, 

Sö 73, Sö 88, 

Sö 129, Sö 

131, Sö 258, 

Sö 296, Sö 

360, Sö 367 

14 

Sö 19, Sö 20, 

Sö 33, Sö 102, 

Sö 187, Sö 

190, Sö 288, 

Sö 291, Sö 

304, Sö 305, 
Sö 344, Sö 

ATA7551/92, 
Sö 

Fv1971;208, 
Sö 

Fv1973;189 

20 

Sö 9, Sö 

14, Sö 45, 

Sö 46, Sö 

70, Sö 74, 

Sö 88, Sö 

96, Sö 

107, Sö 

108, Sö 

123, Sö 

148, Sö 

154, Sö 

158, Sö 

159, Sö 

160, Sö 

164, Sö 

351, Sö 

352, Sö 

367 

11 

Sö 25, Sö 33, 

Sö 179, Sö 

183, Sö 184, 

Sö 190, Sö 

224, Sö 288, 

Sö 307, Sö 

345, Sö 350 

Uppland (U)   

6 

U 342, U 394, 
U 802, U 809, 

U 

Fv1990;32A, 
U Fv1992;156 

27 

U 19, U 37, U 

74, U 95, U 

209, U 321, U 

354, U 379, U 

385, U 429, U 

457, U 474, U 

478, U 599, U 

613, U 614, U 

652, U 681, U 

692, U 700, U 

729, U 763, U 

920, U 1016, 

U 1146, U 

 

8 

U 35, U 37, 
U 652, U 

668, U 703, 
U 750, U 

829, U 873 
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Fv1983;228, 
U Fv1992;169 

Västergötland 

(Vg) 
1 

Vg 59 
 

6 

Vg 4, Vg 40, 

Vg 59, Vg 

178, Vg 197, 
Vg 

NOR1997;27 

 

2 

Vg 4, Vg 

178 

 

Västmanland 

(Vs) 
   

1 

Vs 18 
  

Total: 228 24 0 92 67 24 21 

 

Table 12: Stage I of the aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – þ-nnsi/þ-nnsa pairing 

Parameter variants are distributed fairly evenly across the board in Stage I of this pairing, 

quantitatively speaking; the one exception is a total lack of aft/æft – þ-nsa hybrid 

inscriptions.60 Otherwise, however, each pairing is fairly well represented, with the æftiʀ 

combinations outperforming, as expected, the other combinations in terms of 

productivity. There are nearly twice as many at combinations as aft/æft combinations; 

these at combinations are divided nearly equally between þ-nsi and þ-nsa, with the former 

comprising 24 instances and the latter 21. Aft/æft – þ-nsi instances are still fairly 

numerous, comprising 24 of the total 228 inscriptions. When combined with æftiʀ, þ-nsi 

is more productive than the younger þ-nsa, the former amounting to 25 more instances 

(92) than the latter (67). 

Stage I is fairly cleanly divided, though not entirely. 22 of the 24 wholly 

conservative instances are found in Danish territory, with the bulk (14 instances) being 

found in Nørrejylland – though there are a number located elsewhere throughout the 

country (2 on Fyn, 2 on Sjælland, 3 on Lolland-Falster, and 1 in Skåne). Nørrejylland 

instances are split roughly 50/50 between aft/æft – þ-nsi and æftiʀ – þ-nsi; moving further 

northeast, one finds the bulk of Scanian inscriptions containing instances (17) of the æftiʀ 

– þ-nsi combination. The largest concentrations in Swedish territory are found as one 

moves further northeast towards Uppland, with 13 instances in Småland (12 æftiʀ – þ-nsi, 

1 at – þ-nsi), 46 in Östergötland (largely divided between the æftiʀ combinations, with 3 

outliers), 55 in Södermanland (one sees the typical trend towards newer linguistic 

patterns: There are 24 æftiʀ instances, 20 at – þ-nsi instances, and 11 wholly progressive 

                                                 
60 Recall that the hyphen indicates that there are several possible characters that can occupy this position. 
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at – þ-nsa instances), and 41 in Uppland (one finds here a preference for æftiʀ – þ-nsa 

combinations – 27 – with 6 instances of æftiʀ – þ-nsi and 8 instances of at – þ-nsa.) Thus 

far, nothing breaks rank with the various parameter pairings investigated thus far; Danish 

inscriptions primarily contain more conservative combinations, a general blend on the 

way up towards the Mälaren region, a heavy concentration of younger/progressive 

combinations in Södermanland, and another middle-ground concentration in Uppland 

with a smattering of fully progressive inscriptions. What is, perhaps, of most interest here 

is the number of inscriptions from regions that have been under- or completely 

unrepresented in this thesis thus far. An æftiʀ – þ-nsi instance as far south as Sydslesvig; 

æftiʀ – þ-nsa inscriptions in Närke, Medelpad, Hälsingland (where the same inscription 

also contains an instance of at – þ-nsa), Öland, and Västmanland; and a number of 

instances in Västergötland (1 wholly conservative instance, 6 æftiʀ – þ-nsi instances, and 

2 at – þ-nsi instances). 
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4.3.13 Stage II: aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – þ-nnsi/þ-nnsa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 31: Stage II of the aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – þ-nnsi/þ-nnsa pairing 
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Total Stage II 

Instances 

aft/æft – 

þ-nsi 

aft/æft –  

þ-nsa 

æftiʀ –  

þ-nsi 

æftiʀ – 

 þ-nsa 
at – þ-nsi 

at – þ-

nsa 

Bornholm   
1 

DR 404 

3 

DR 387, DR 

389, DR 399 

  

Fyn       

Lolland-Falster       

Nørrejylland       

Sjælland       

Skåne       

Sydslesvig       

Gästrikland (Gs)       

Gotland (G)       

Hälsingland (Hs)       

Medelpad (M)       

Närke (Nä)       

Östergötland 

(Ög) 
      

Öland (Öl)       

Småland (Sm)       

Södermanland 

(Sö) 
      

Uppland (U)       

Västergötland 

(Vg) 

3 

Vg 35, Vg 

37, Vg 114 

 

35 

Vg 30, Vg 

45, Vg 51, 

Vg 55, Vg 

56, Vg 66, 

Vg 73, Vg 

74, Vg 75, 

Vg 77, Vg 

79, Vg 90, 

Vg 102, Vg 

105, Vg 108, 

Vg 112, Vg 

113, Vg 114, 

Vg 116, Vg 

122, Vg 123, 
Vg 124, Vg 

127, Vg 130, 
Vg 133, Vg 

137, Vg 154, 
Vg 157, Vg 

158, Vg 160, 
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Vg 161, Vg 

175, Vg 179, 
Vg 181, Vg 

184 

Västmanland 

(Vs) 
      

Total: 42 3 0 36 3 0 0 

 

Table 13: Stage II of the aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – þ-nnsi/þ-nnsa pairing 

Stage II of this pairing suffers the same potential problem as Stage II of the previous 

pairing – nearly every instance comes from Västergötland, excepting 4 instances from 

Bornholm. Still, it may be of value to examine the available data. Three of the instances 

from Bornholm contain the more progressive æftiʀ – þ-nsa; one contains æftiʀ – þ-nsi, a 

combination shared by the majority of the Västergötland instances, whose remaining 

instances are the wholly conservative aft/æft – þ-nsi. If (and that may be rather large if) 

this data is representative of the period, it marks a curious deviation from expected 

linguistic progression: nearly all traces of more progressive forms have disappeared, 

minus the 3 instances of þ-nsa. At doesn’t show up at all, and æftiʀ dominates nearly the 

entire group. This may evidence that the areas in question (particularly Västergötland and 

Gotland) took quite a bit longer to transition to the younger forms, indicating, perhaps, 

dialectal holdouts; one must, however, exercise great caution and hesitation when 

extrapolating from the admittedly sparse data represented in this set of instances.  
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4.3.14 Stage I: aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – vas/vaʀ 

 

 

 

 

 

Total Stage I 

Instances 

aft/æft – 

vas 

aft/æft – 

vaʀ 

æftiʀ – 

vas 

æftiʀ – 

vaʀ 
at – vas at – vaʀ 

Fig. 32: Stage I of the aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – vas/vaʀ pairing 
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Bornholm       

Fyn 
1 

DR 192 
     

Lolland-Falster 
1 

DR 216 
     

Nørrejylland 
2 

DR 107, 
DR 133 

  
1 

DR 155 
  

Sjælland       

Skåne   

2 

DR 277, DR 

296 

2 

DR 275, DR 

291 

  

Sydslesvig   
2 

DR 1, DR 3 
   

Gästrikland (Gs)       

Gotland (G)     
1 

Gs 7 
 

Hälsingland (Hs)   
1 

Hs 14 
   

Medelpad (M)       

Närke (Nä)    
1 

Nä 29 
  

Östergötland 

(Ög) 
  

3 

Ög 68, Ög 

77, Ög 

Fv1950;341 

4 

Ög 94, Ög 

105, Ög 111, 
Ög 184 

  

Öland (Öl)       

Småland (Sm)   
1 

Sm 122 

5 

Sm 5, Sm 33, 
Sm 37, Sm 

42, Sm 77 

  

Södermanland 

(Sö) 
  

1 

Sö 360 

3 

Sö 60, Sö 

175, Sö 260 

2 

Sö 148, Sö 

189 

11 

Sö 14, Sö 

55, Sö 60, 

Sö 96, Sö 

107, Sö 

108, Sö 

165, Sö 

166, Sö 

174, Sö 

213, Sö 

320 

Uppland (U)   

7 

U 112, U 504, 
U 533, U 

614, U 654, 
U 661, U 802 

9 

U 112, U 329, 

U 330, U 431, 

U 617, U 633, 

U 898, U 985, 
U 

Fv1959;196 

2 

U 167, U 

Fv1992;157 

4 

U 687, U 

739, U 898, 

U 925 
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Västergötland 

(Vg) 
   

3 

Vg 20, Vs 24, 

Vg 178 

 
1 

Vg 178 

Västmanland 

(Vs) 
  

3 

Vs 18, Vs 19, 
Vs Fv1988;36 

   

Total: 73 4 0 20 28 5 16 

 

Table 14: Stage I of the aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – vas/vaʀ pairing 

Stage I falls (more or less) in line with what has become the pattern for Stage I pairings 

in this thesis. The most conservative combination, aft/æft – vas, is represented by a small-

but-not-insignificant number of instances (4), while there are no instances of the hybrid 

aft/æft – vaʀ. There are a few more instances of the progressive æftiʀ – vaʀ (28 against 20 

instances of æftiʀ – vas). Finally, one finds 16 instances of the most progressive 

combination, at – vaʀ, and 5 instances of at – vas. Speaking exclusively of quantity, the 

more progressive forms are much more productive in this stage of this pairing. 

 When one looks at the geographical distribution of combinations in this pairing, 

a familiar story reveals itself. The most conservative combinations are found on Fyn and 

Lolland-Falster (though Nørrejylland also falls in this category this time around), with 

linguistic choices becoming more progressive as one moves into Sweden. Curiously, 

there are 2 instances of æftiʀ – vas further south in Sydslesvig; while, as mentioned above, 

the presence of æftiʀ does not necessarily mean that these inscriptions are less 

conservative, it is worth noting that the carver(s) did not choose the wholly conservative 

forms, as was the case on Fyn and Lolland-Falster. Södermanland once again represents 

the most progressive linguistic region, with 11 of 17 instances containing the youngest at 

– vaʀ; Uppland has 4 instances of the same, but is much more æftiʀ-centric, with 16 of 22 

instances involving some form of that particular variant. Overall, this pairing in this stage 

serves to support previously stated suggestions that, for instance, neighboring Uppsala 

and Södermanland differed dialectally and that Fyn and Lolland-Falster represented a 

conservative dialect stronghold in the middle of Denmark. 
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4.3.15 Stage II: aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – vas/vaʀ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 33: Stage II of the aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – vas/vaʀ pairing 
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Total Stage II 

Instances 

aft/æft – 

vas 

aft/æft – 

vaʀ 

æftiʀ – 

vas 

æftiʀ – 

vaʀ 
at – vas at – vaʀ 

Bornholm       

Fyn       

Lolland-Falster       

Nørrejylland       

Sjælland       

Skåne       

Sydslesvig       

Gästrikland (Gs)       

Gotland (G)    

2 

G 114, G 370 

M 

  

Hälsingland (Hs)       

Medelpad (M)       

Närke (Nä)       

Östergötland 

(Ög) 
      

Öland (Öl)       

Småland (Sm)       

Södermanland 

(Sö) 
      

Uppland (U)    
1 

U Fv1959;196 
  

Västergötland 

(Vg) 
  

1 

Vg 110 

2 

Vg 117, Vg 

125 

  

Västmanland 

(Vs) 
      

Total: 6 0 0 1 5 0 0 

 

Table 15: Stage II of the aft, æft/at, æftiʀ – vas/vaʀ pairing 

There are few instances of this pairing in Stage II; however, those that do exist suggest 

that, while the fully progressive forms have not taken over (there are 0 instances of at – 

vaʀ), the fully conservative forms have also disappeared. Only 1 instance of vas is found, 
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and that in Västergötland, where there are also 2 instances of vaʀ. Inscriptions in Uppland 

and Gotland also contain instances of vaʀ. Due, of course, to the limited size and scope 

of inscriptions in this stage, only limited and conjectural conclusions should be made, and 

these should be approached and interpreted with caution. 

4.3.16 Stage I: ræisþ-/ræist- – þ-nnsi/þ-nnsa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 34: Stage I of the ræisþ-/ræist- – þ-nnsi/þ-nnsa pairing 
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Total Stage I 

Instances 
ræisþ- – þ-nsi ræisþ- – þ-nsa ræist- – þ-nsi ræist- – þ-nsa 

Bornholm     

Fyn     

Lolland-Falster 
2 

DR 216, DR 218 
   

Nørrejylland 

21 

DR 40, DR 66, DR 

67, DR 68, DR 69, 

DR 77, DR 83, DR 

96, DR 99, DR 107, 
DR 108, DR 114, 
DR 117, DR 120, 
DR 121, DR 122, 

DR 124, DR 

AUD1995;279, DR 

EM85;265, DR 

EM85;312, DR 

EM85;523B 

   

Sjælland 
1 

DR 239 
   

Skåne 

9 

DR 259, DR 262, 

DR 270, DR 275, 

DR 278, DR 289, 

DR 296, DR 339, 

DR 343 

 
1 

DR 296 
 

Sydslesvig 
1 

DR 1 
   

Gästrikland (Gs)     

Gotland (G)     

Hälsingland (Hs)    
1 

Hs 6 

Medelpad (M)    
1 

M 1 

Närke (Nä)     

Östergötland 

(Ög) 

11 

Ög 64, Ög 66, Ög 

81, Ög 96, Ög 149, 
Ög 176, Ög 206, Ög 

210, Ög 211, Ög 

219, Ög 

Fv1966;102 

6 

Ög 93, Ög 97, Ög 

133, Ög 135, Ög 

153, Ög 236 

15 

Ög 14, Ög 47, Ög 

66, Ög 103, Ög 104, 
Ög 148, Ög 155, Ög 

165, Ög 170, Ög 

180, Ög 201, Ög 

203, Ög 207, Ög 

221, Ög Fv1950;341 

9 

Ög 46, Ög 99, Ög 

158, Ög 225, Ög 

230, Ög 233, Ög 

234, Ög 235, Ög 

Fv1975;174 

Öland (Öl)    
1 

Öl 28 

Småland (Sm) 
1 

Sm 133 
 

4 

Sm 42, Sm 91, Sm 

93, Sm 111 
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Södermanland 

(Sö) 

12 

Sö 45, Sö 123, Sö 

129, Sö 131, Sö 

148, Sö 154, Sö 

158, Sö 159, Sö 

160, Sö 164, Sö 

352, Sö 367 

 

14 

Sö 9, Sö 14, Sö 46, 

Sö 49, Sö 62, Sö 70, 

Sö 73, Sö 74, Sö 88, 

Sö 107, Sö 108, Sö 

296, Sö 351, Sö 360 

8 

Sö 183, Sö 224, Sö 

291, Sö 307, Sö 326, 
Sö 350, Sö 

Fv1971;208, Sö 

Fv1973;189 

Uppland (U) 
1 

U 394 
 

2 

U 809, U 

Fv1992;156 

5 

U 19, U 37, U 681, 

U 1033, U 

Fv1992;169 

Västergötland 

(Vg) 

2 

Vg 178, Vg 

NOR1997;27 

 
2 

Vg 4, Vg 197 
 

Västmanland 

(Vs) 
    

Total: 130 61 6 38 25 

 

Table 16: Stage I of the ræisþ-/ræist- – þ-nnsi/þ-nnsa pairing 

When the memory-marker is removed from the equation, some trends become clearer, 

while others become more complex and complicated. In Stage I of this pairing, for 

instance, every single inscription in Danish territory (with one exception – DR 296 in 

Skåne) uses both conservative forms – that is, ræisþ- – þ-nsi. Such exclusive use of 

particular variants certainly suggests a specific linguistic area, though without inner 

variation, there is no way to distinguish more individual or local trends (as opposed to a 

generalized “Danish” trend). This combination is also the most productive overall, with 

61 total instances, including 27 instances in Swedish territory. It is here, in the northeast, 

that complexities arise.  

 Östergötland typically appears to be a sort of dialectal mixing pot for both older 

and younger forms. This is attested in this pairing, with 11 ræisþ- – þ-nsi instances, 6 

ræisþ- – þ-nsa instances, 15 ræist- – þ-nsi instances, and 9 ræist- – þ-nsa instances. As 

one transitions over the Götar/Svear boundary, however, expectations would suggest 

finding a much more progressive linguistic environment – but this is not the case here: 

Södermanland inscriptions contain 12 wholly conservative instances, 14 ræist- – þ-nsi 

instances, and 8 ræist- – þ-nsa instances. Other than missing ræisþ- – þ-nsa hybrid 

instances, this distribution largely mirrors that of Östergötland – and that of Uppland, 

though Uppland has fewer instances as a whole. This may suggest a much more 

homogenized dialect environment with respect to usage of these particular variants when 
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paired together. While this allows for distinction between, for example, Swedish and 

Danish dialects, it does not allow for more local discernment; these features were simply 

too commonplace and widespread when used together. 

4.3.17 Stage II: ræisþ-/ræist- – þ-nnsi/þ-nnsa  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 35: Stage II of the ræisþ-/ræist- – þ-nnsi/þ-nnsa pairing 
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Total Stage II 

Instances 
ræisþ- – þ-nsi ræisþ- – þ-nsa ræist- – þ-nsi ræist- – þ-nsa 

Bornholm   
1 

DR 404 

1 

DR 387 

Fyn     

Lolland-Falster     

Nørrejylland     

Sjælland     

Skåne     

Sydslesvig     

Gästrikland (Gs)     

Gotland (G)     

Hälsingland (Hs)     

Medelpad (M)     

Närke (Nä)     

Östergötland 

(Ög) 
    

Öland (Öl)     

Småland (Sm)     

Södermanland 

(Sö) 
    

Uppland (U)     

Västergötland 

(Vg) 

25 

Vg 35, Vg 55, Vg 

66, Vg 102, Vg 

108, Vg 112, Vg 

113, Vg 114, Vg 

116, Vg 122, Vg 

123, Vg 124, Vg 

127, Vg 130, Vg 

133, Vg 137, Vg 

154, Vg 157, Vg 

158, Vg 160, Vg 

161, Vg 175, Vg 

179, Vg 181, Vg 

184 

 

3 

Vg 73, Vg 74, Vg 

77 

 

Västmanland 

(Vs) 
    

Total: 30 25 0 4 1 
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Table 17: Stage II of the ræisþ-/ræist- – þ-nnsi/þ-nnsa pairing 

Unfortunately, Stage II of this pairing suffers from the same problems as mentioned 

above. One may still, however, pick up on some interesting phenomena. The two Danish 

instances present have both eschewed the ræisþ- form, opting for the younger -t variant 

of “raised.” The inscriptions from Västergötland have, on the other hand, almost 

completely remained conservative: 25 out of 28 instances belong to the ræisþ- – þ-nsi 

pairing. Again, this may indicate some kind of conservative dialectal holdout; without 

information on the surrounding regions, however, this is impossible to determine. Still, 

given the general evolutionary path of these variants, an almost completely conservative 

regional corpus should raise a few eyebrows. 

4.3.18 Stage I: ræisþ-/ræist- – vas/vaʀ  

 

 

Fig. 36: Stage I of the ræisþ-/ræist- – vas/vaʀ pairing 
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Total Stage I 

Instances 
ræisþ- – vas ræisþ- – vaʀ ræist- – vas ræist- – vaʀ 

Bornholm     

Fyn     

Lolland-Falster 
1 

DR 216 
   

Nørrejylland 
2 

DR 107, DR 133 
   

Sjælland     

Skåne  
2 

DR 275, DR 296 

1 

DR 296 
 

Sydslesvig 
1 

DR 1 
   

Gästrikland (Gs)     

Gotland (G)     

Hälsingland (Hs)     

Medelpad (M)     

Närke (Nä)     

Östergötland 

(Ög) 
 

1 

Ög 94 

2 

Ög 180, Ög 

Fv1950;341 

3 

Ög 105, Ög 111, 
Ög 184 

Öland (Öl)     

Småland (Sm) 
1 

Sm 122 
  

1 

Sm 42 

Södermanland 

(Sö) 
1 

Sö 148 

1 

Sö Fv1986;218 

2 

Sö 189, Sö 360 

5 

Sö 14, Sö 107, Sö 

108, Sö 165, Sö 213 

Uppland (U)   
2 

U 504, U 661 
 

Västergötland 

(Vg) 
 

1 

Vg 178 
 

1 

Vg 20 

Västmanland 

(Vs) 
    

Total: 28 6 5 7 10 

 

Table 18: Stage I of the ræisþ-/ræist- – vas/vaʀ pairing 
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The numerical distribution in Stage I is, while not completely level, somewhat equal – 

the most progressive form leads the pack, quantitatively speaking, with 10 instances; 

however, the remaining combinations have 6, 5, and 7 instances. Overall, inscriptions and 

instances in this stage tend to line up quite nicely with expected geographical distribution 

patterns. The Danish inscriptions hold to conservative variant choices, with the exception 

of the Scanian inscriptions; as may be expected, these have a hybrid nature (ræisþ- – vaʀ, 

ræist- – vas) that may be thanks to their proximity to northeastern innovation centers. As 

one travels further northeast, each of the regions becomes more and more progressive 

climaxing in Södermanland and regressing slightly in Uppland (following the pattern 

ræisþ- – vas / ræisþ- – vaʀ / ræist- – vas / ræist- – vaʀ, these are: Småland – 1/0/0/1, 

Östergötland – 0/1/2/3, Södermanland – 1/1/2/5, Uppland – 0/0/2/0.) 

4.3.19 Stage II: ræisþ-/ræist- – vas/vaʀ  

 

 

Fig. 37: Stage II of the ræisþ-/ræist- – vas/vaʀ pairing 
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Total Stage II 

Instances 
ræisþ- – vas ræisþ- – vaʀ ræist- – vas ræist- – vaʀ 

Bornholm     

Fyn     

Lolland-Falster     

Nørrejylland     

Sjælland     

Skåne    
1 

DR DKSkL83 M 

Sydslesvig     

Gästrikland (Gs)     

Gotland (G)    
1 

G 370 M 

Hälsingland (Hs)     

Medelpad (M)     

Närke (Nä)     

Östergötland 

(Ög) 
    

Öland (Öl)     

Småland (Sm)     

Södermanland 

(Sö) 
    

Uppland (U)     

Västergötland 

(Vg) 
 

1 

Vg 117 
  

Västmanland 

(Vs) 
    

Total: 3 0 1 0 2 

 

Table 19: Stage II of the ræisþ-/ræist- – vas/vaʀ pairing 

 

The second stage of this pairing offers little information. There are just three instances: 

one in Skåne, one on Gotland, and one in Västergötland. Of these three, two comprise the 

younger variants (ræist- – vaʀ) and one (Vg 117) comprises a hybrid (ræisþ- – vaʀ). 
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Though the presence of younger variants is expected, there are not enough inscriptions to 

make any definitive statements about linguistic trends or evolutions in this period. 

4.3.20 Stage I: vas/vaʀ – þ-nnsi/þ-nnsa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 38: Stage I of the vas/vaʀ – þ-nnsi/þ-nnsa pairing 
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Total Stage I 

Instances 
vas – þ-nsi vas – þ-nsa vaʀ – þ-nsi vaʀ – þ-nsa 

Bornholm     

Fyn     

Lolland-Falster 
2 

DR 216, DR 217 
   

Nørrejylland 
1 

DR 107 
 

1 

DR 155 
 

Sjælland     

Skåne 
1 

DR 296 
 

2 

DR 275, DR 291 
 

Sydslesvig 
1 

DR 1 
   

Gästrikland (Gs)     

Gotland (G)     

Hälsingland (Hs)     

Medelpad (M)     

Närke (Nä)     

Östergötland (Ög) 
2 

Ög 180, Ög 

Fv1950;341 

   

Öland (Öl)     

Småland (Sm)   
2 

Sm 42, Sm 77 
 

Södermanland 

(Sö) 
2 

Sö 148, Sö 360 
 

4 

Sö 14, Sö 96, Sö 

107, Sö 108 

 

Uppland (U) 
1 

U 802 

2 

U 614, U 862 
  

Västergötland 

(Vg) 
  

1 

Vg 178 
 

Västmanland (Vs)  
1 

Vs 18 
  

Total: 23 10 3 10 0 

 

Table 20: Stage I of the vas/vaʀ – þ-nnsi/þ-nnsa pairing 
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This is a strange pairing. To begin, there is no Stage II – that is, there are no inscriptions 

or instances of this pairing past 1050. As such, any analysis that can be made will 

intrinsically be less fleshed out than hoped for. Next, this is a heavily conservative pairing 

– there are only 3 instances of the hybrid vas – þ-nsa combination and 0 instances of the 

wholly progressive vaʀ – þ-nsa combination. Þ-nsa seems to be the limiting factor here. 

Even Södermanland and Uppland, the otherwise stalwart representatives of the younger, 

more progressive variants, exhibit conservative tendencies here: In Södermanland, there 

are 2 instances of wholly conservative combinations and 4 instances of the hybrid vaʀ – 

þ-nsi, while in Uppland, one finds 1 instance of the fully conservative combination and 2 

instances of vas – þ-nsa – perhaps one of the few nods towards progressive language 

choices in this pairing. This pairing isn’t hugely productive, but there are 23 total 

instances – nothing to be ignored. What this may suggest, then, is that inscriptions 

containing this pairing were made early on in Stage I, before þ-nsa really came into the 

spotlight. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The primary goal of this thesis has been to investigate the potential dialectal layout of 

Runic Swedish, Runic Danish, and Runic Gutnish during the Viking and early Medieval 

Ages. This has been accomplished using a modified form of network analysis to examine 

co-occurrence patterns of potential dialect-marking linguistic variations within the runic 

corpora of Sweden, Denmark, and Gotland during the given time periods. Recall that 

examining possible dialectal variation using multiple variables simultaneously (i.e., 

investigating co-occurrence) allows for a fuller and more three-dimensional image of 

possible regional/dialectal reality than does investigating linguistic variations one at a 

time. After all, languages and dialects are not one dimensional and do not differ from one 

another by single factors. These two methodological principles – that is, applying network 

analysis to runic studies and using a co-occurrence model – represent innovative steps 

forward in runological research.  

 This methodology is what separates this thesis from past studies. The data used 

here is not new, as mentioned in Section 2 above. Each of the variables represented has 

been studied by scholars before; combining them, visualizing them through network 
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analysis, and analyzing the patterns they co-occur in, however, are innovations unique to 

the current study. Applying these in the analysis performed in this thesis have shown – 

quite literally, in the case of network visualizations – how complex sets of linguistic 

variables connected, interacted, and evolved together over time in the East Norse region. 

 Several tentative conclusions can be drawn from the results of the investigations 

performed here. The existence of a southwest-northeast spectrum has been repeatedly 

evidenced, all but confirming previous scholarly work suggesting as much. The 

northeastern innovation center seems not to have been directly located in Uppland but 

further south in Södermanland; the slightly more conservative tendencies of the massive 

Uppland runic corpus suggest that there may have been some dialectal differences 

between the two regions.61 There seems to be an even bigger division along the southern 

border of Södermanland – the dividing line between the land of the Svear and the land of 

the Götar, as suggested by Palm.62 The differences in co-occurrence patterns between 

Södermanland and Östergötland are curiously significant, despite the physical proximity 

of these two provinces. Fyn and Lolland-Falster in Denmark may also have comprised 

one or more dialectal regions, as inscriptions from these islands consistently tend to favor 

extremely and wholly conservative forms, while areas even further west and/or south do 

not. These other areas – modern-day Denmark and northern Germany – do, however, 

exhibit more conservative traits than regions belonging to modern-day Sweden, 

indicating yet another dialectal distinction. 

 These conclusions are, however, just the tip of the iceberg. A second goal of this 

thesis has been to establish a basepoint for further and more extensive studies into runic 

dialects. The principles and methods used herein have proven sound, and they are flexible 

enough to accommodate any number of various investigatory foci. Future investigations 

should include more variables and types of variables (e.g., word order, tense, and so on). 

One would, ideally, also be able to examine not just two but several variables at a time, 

which would more clearly and definitely determine dialect boundaries. Different types of 

network analysis are also possible. Rather than using anchor nodes, for instance, one 

might use more orthodox analysis patterns and algorithms, building groups of inscriptions 

                                                 
61 Of course, one must take into account the various warnings presented in this thesis as well as possibilities 

inherent in the runic tradition, e.g., differences in inscription practices could have a variety of sources, such 

as different runic schools, traveling carvers, etc.  
62 Palm, Runor och regionalitet, 38-40. 
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based on inter-nodal connections rather than connections to intermediary anchor nodes. 

The potential is almost limitless.  
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